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ABSTRACT OF THE DISSERTATION
COGNITIVE BEHAVIOR THERAPY FOR ANXIETY DISORDERS IN YOUTH:
TREATMENT SPECIFICITY AND MEDIATION EFFECTS
by
Ileana Hernandez
Florida International University, 2014
Miami, Florida
Professor Jeremy Pettit, Co-Major Professor
Professor Wendy K. Silverman, Co-Major Professor
The present study investigated the efficacies of Individual CBT (ICBT), Parent
Relationship Skill Training (RLST, which targets increasing parental acceptance of youth
and increasing autonomy granting) and Parent Reinforcement Skills Training (RLST,
which targets increasing parental positive reinforcement and decreasing negative
reinforcement). The specific aims were to examine treatment specificity and mediation
effects of parenting variables. ICBT was used as a baseline comparison condition.
The sample consisted of 253 youth (ages 5-16 years; M = 9.38; SD = 2.42) and
their parents. To examine treatment outcome and specificity, the data were analyzed
using analysis of variance within a structural equation modeling framework. Mediation
was analyzed via structural equation modeling using MPlus.
Results indicated that ICBT, RLST, and RFST produced positive treatment
outcomes across all indices of change (i.e., clinically significant improvement, anxiety
symptom reduction) and across all informants (i.e., youths and parents). RLST was
associated with incremental reduction in youth anxiety symptoms beyond ICBT, as per
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youth report. Treatment specificity effects were found for participants in RFST in terms
of parental reinforcement, as per parent report only. Treatment mediation was not found
for any of the hypothesized parenting variables (i.e., parental acceptance, parental
autonomy granting, parental reinforcement). The results support the use of CBT
involving only the youth and the parent and youth together for treating youth anxiety.
The findings’ implications are further discussed in terms of the need to conduct further
meditational treatment outcome designs in order to continue to advance theory and
research in youth anxiety treatment.
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CHAPTER I.
INTRODUCTION
Anxiety disorders are among the most common psychological problems reported
in children and adolescents (e.g., Copeland, Shanahan, Costello, & Angold 2009;
Costello, Egger, Copeland, Erkanli, & Angold, 2011; Mattison, 1992). (Hereafter,
children and adolescents are referred to as youth, unless when referring to a specific
developmental stage.) Although experiencing fear and anxiety occurs as part of most
youths’ normative development, for some this fear and anxiety may develop into a
clinically diagnosable disorder when it intensifies, interferes with functioning, and
persists over time (Last, Perrin, Hersen, & Kazdin, 1996).
The reported prevalence rates of anxiety disorders in youth vary widely in both
community and clinical samples, largely as a function of whether impairment in
functioning is evaluated. When functional impairment is evaluated, prevalence rates tend
to be lower and more consistent across studies, with reported mean estimates of 11% for
any anxiety disorder for children 6 to 12 years of age and 10.2% for adolescents 13 and
18 years of age (Costello et al., 2011). If left untreated, anxiety disorders can have a
negative impact on later adjustment, leading to the development of other anxiety
disorders, depressive disorders, substance use disorders, and suicide-related behaviors
(e.g., Cole, Peeke, Martin, Truglio, & Serocynski, 1998; Hill, Castellanos, & Pettit, 2011;
Saavedra, Silverman, Morgan-Lopez, & Kurtines, 2010).
Psychosocial Interventions for Anxiety Disorders in Youth
Randomized clinical trials (RCT) have provided evidence for the efficacy of
cognitive behavioral therapy (CBT) in reducing anxiety disorders in youth (see review by
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Silverman, Pina, and Viswesvaran, 2008). CBTs have been found to be efficacious when
delivered in formats involving only the youth (e.g., Compton et al., 2014; Hollen & Beck,
2013; Kendall, 1994; Kendall, Flannery-Schroeder, Panichelli-Mindel, Southam-Gerow,
Henin, & Warman, 1997) and the parent and youth together (e.g., Barrett, Dadds, &
Rapee, 1996; Silverman, Kurtines, Jaccard, & Pina, 2009).
Although the evidence for CBT delivered to youths and CBT delivered to parents
and youths together has generally been positive, there exists room for improvement.
Early studies evaluating the effects of parent involvement in CBTs demonstrated
enhanced effects on some outcome measures (Barret et al., 1996a; Cobham, Dadds, &
Spence, 1998). However, findings of differential treatment benefits of parent involvement
relative to individual youth treatment have been inconsistent across informants and
measures in most studies (e.g., Mendlowitz, Manassis, Bradley, Scapillato, Miezitis, &
Shaw, 1999; Nauta, Scholing, Emmelkamp, & Minderas, 2003; Spence et al., 2000;
Wood, Piancentini, Southam-Gerow, Chu, & Sigman, 2006).
Given the equivocal results of past research on the benefits of parent involvement
in CBT for youth anxiety disorders and the etiologic evidence implicating familial/parent
influences on anxiety disorders in youth (e.g., Barrett, 2000), calls have been made for
additional research into whether parent involvement improves treatment outcome (e.g.,
Barmish & Kendall, 2005; Hudson & Rapee, 2005; Silverman & Berman 2001). This
dissertation study reports the results of a randomized controlled trial comparing an
individual cognitive behavioral intervention (ICBT) and two parent-child CBT
interventions. The following section of the Introduction provides a summary of research
on the use of CBT in the reduction of anxiety and its disorders in youth. This is followed
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by a brief summary of the present study’s main research questions with respect to
treatment specificity and treatment mediation.
Comparative trials on ICBT and parent-involvement CBT. As noted, research
regarding the treatment benefits of parent involvement over ICBT in youth anxiety
treatment has produced inconsistent findings (Silverman et al., 2008). The CBT studies in
youth anxiety treatment research that included parent involvement contained different
components targeting a variety of parenting variables/skills. Although there is some
variation in the specific skills that have been taught to parents, there are two parenting
skills typically involved in most treatment studies (see reviews by Barmish et al., 2005;
Wood, McLeod, Sigman, Hwang, & Chu, 2003). The first is a parent reinforcement skills
training aimed at teaching parents reinforcement strategies in response to the youth’s
avoidant behaviors (e.g., Barrett, 1998; Barrett et al., 1996a). The second is a parent
relationship skills training aimed at improving parenting behaviors and the parent-youth
relationship (e.g., Barrett, 1998; Barrett et el., 1996a; Silverman, Kurtines, Ginsburg,
Weems, Lumpkin, & Hicks-Carmichael, 1999). These parenting skills have been
hypothesized to meditate positive child treatment outcome (e.g., Bogels & Sigueland,
2006; Silverman & Kurtines, 1996; Wood et al., 2006).
The present dissertation study evaluated treatment enhancement effects of parent
involvement relative to individual treatment by targeting specific parenting variables. The
two parent conditions were designed to dismantle key components representative of
parent treatment prototypes as mediators of treatment response in the youth anxiety
treatment research literature. The two parent involvement conditions are: 1) Parent
Relationship Skills Training (RLST) (i.e., increasing parental autonomy granting and
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increasing parental acceptance of youth) and 2) Parent Reinforcement Skills Training
(RFST) (i.e., increasing parental use of positive reinforcement and decreasing parental
use of negative reinforcement).
Treatment specificity and treatment mediation. Although there is evidence for
positive treatment outcome in youth anxiety CBTs that train parents in particular skills,
there has been little research evaluating whether targeting particular parenting skills
produces specific intended effects on parents’ skills in those domains. Documenting a
positive treatment outcome is not enough to support the conclusion that the positive
treatment outcome was in fact due to the specific training of parents in these skills and
not on another set of skills that was not trained (Wood et al., 2003). That is, if parents
receive training in the use of reinforcement skills, does that training produce changes in
parents’ use of reinforcement and not in another parenting skill/variable such as
autonomy granting, which was not targeted in the treatment? The treatment research
literature refers to this question as “treatment specificity” (Brent & Kolko, 1998; Kolko et
al., 2000).
Evaluating treatment specificity is valuable in the field as it provides empirical
evidence regarding the claims that including (or not including) the training of parents in
certain parenting skills/variables improves treatment outcome in youth. More
specifically, the analysis of treatment specificity in the area of youth anxiety has the
potential to establish interventions that are not only efficacious in the reduction of youth
anxiety but also in the improvement of a youth’s context (i.e., the parent-youth
relationship).
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In addition to a lack of empirical data on treatment specificity in CBT for youth
anxiety disorders, there also has been very little research on whether it was the specific
targeting of these parenting variables/skills that resulted in (i.e., mediated) treatment
response (Barmish et al., 2005; Wood et al., 2003). Only two studies (Settipani, O’Neil,
Podell, Beidas, & Kendall, 2013; Silverman et al., 2009) have evaluated whether changes
produced on parent variables mediated treatment response. These studies and their
findings are described further in Chapter II. The present study, thus, examined treatment
specificity and treatment mediation in the context of a randomized clinical trial for
anxiety disorders in youth that compared individual CBT (i.e., ICBT) and parentinvolvement CBTs (i.e., RLST and RFST).
Evaluating treatment mediation is also valuable in contributing to the field’s
knowledge of how to modify treatments in ways that increase positive treatment
outcome. More specifically, this translates into research developed to systematically
dismantle and evaluate causal sequences of therapeutic events that are hypothesized as
being efficacious (and not efficacious) in generating differential positive treatment
outcome (Kazdin, 2007; Kazdin & Nock, 2003; Kraemer, Wilson, Fairburn, & Agras,
2002; Weersing & Weisz, 2002). Considering the substantial number of child and
adolescent psychosocial treatments, Kazdin (2007) noted that examining mechanisms of
change (i.e., mediators) has the potential to bring order and parsimony to the abundance
of psychosocial treatments. Understanding how changes in treatment occur would inform
the field on what ought to be included in a given treatment program (e.g., parent
reinforcement skills training, parent relationship skills training, both, neither), allowing
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clinicians to focus on techniques that have been empirically established as triggering the
critical change process.
The literature indicates the need to evaluate specificity and mediation effects, as
the bulk of the research to date has focused on demonstrating that treatment works rather
than on understanding what works and how it works (e.g., Kazdin, 2007; MacKinnon,
2008). Even when mediation is examined, “not all programs target all the mediators they
set out to change and few research studies measure all of them” (MacKinnon, 2008, p.
104). The present study contributes to the literature by examining the following four
putative mediators in the parent involvement conditions: parental autonomy granting and
parental acceptance of youth in the RLST condition (i.e., the Parent Relationship Skills
Training condition) and positive reinforcement and negative reinforcement in the RFST
condition (i.e., the Parent Reinforcement Skills Training condition). The ICBT treatment
condition served as a baseline comparison condition relative to the two parent
involvement conditions.
Two sets of hypotheses were tested in this dissertation study. The first set of
hypotheses tested for treatment specificity effects. Because the two parent involvement
treatment conditions target specific types of parenting skills (reinforcement skills versus
relationship skills) and involve different therapeutic strategies connected to each of the
targeted skills (i.e., increasing parent use of autonomy granting and parent acceptance of
child in RLST; increasing parent use of positive reinforcement and decreasing parent use
of negative reinforcement in the context of youth’s avoidant behaviors in RSFT), each
condition will serve as an “alternative comparison model” for the other condition in
testing the first set of hypotheses. It was hypothesized that RLST would produce specific
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effects on parent’s use of autonomy granting and acceptance of youth, but not on parent’s
use of positive and negative reinforcement. Conversely, it was hypothesized that RFST
would produce specific effects on parent’s use of positive and negative reinforcement,
but not on parent’s use of autonomy granting and acceptance of youth. The research basis
underlying the emphasis on these parenting variables in the treatment of youth anxiety
will be reviewed in the next section.
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CHAPTER II.
LITERATURE REVIEW
Little research has evaluated the influence of parent involved CBT on the
parenting variables/skills targeted (i.e., whether there is treatment specificity). Similarly,
little research has evaluated whether the targeted parenting variables/skills result in
positive treatment outcome (i.e., whether there is treatment mediation). Consequently,
the basis of claims made in the field of youth anxiety treatment regarding the importance
of including (or not including) parent training of specific parenting variables/skills are
derived more from speculation than empirical data (Barmish et al., 2005; Kazdin, 1999;
Wood et al., 2003). In consideration of the current state of the treatment research
literature, the present study aims to address the expressed need of evaluating the
specificity and mediation enhancement effects of parent involvement on positive youth
anxiety treatment outcome (e.g., Kazdin, 2001; Kazdin & Kendall, 1998; Roth, Fonagy,
& Parry, 1994; Silverman & Kurtines, 1997). Specifically, the present study focused on
treatment specificity and mediation in two parent-involvement CBTs.
In this chapter, published treatment studies involving parents are summarized,
with a focus on whether the specific parenting variables/skills targeted in treatment
actually changed and whether the targeted parenting behavior influenced treatment
outcome. Before reviewing that literature, it is important first to provide a background on
the association between the specific parenting variables targeted in the present study and
youth anxiety.
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Parenting Variables Associated with Youth Anxiety
Parent-youth relationship. Most of the existing literature on the parent-youth
relationship has focused on two parenting dimensions: acceptance-rejection and
autonomy granting-psychological control (e.g., Manassis & Bradley, 1994; McLeod,
Wood, & Weisz, 2007; Rapee, 1997; Wood et al., 2003). These dimensions are
considered bipolar, with adaptive parenting practices (e.g., autonomy granting) at one end
and maladaptive parenting practices (e.g., psychological control) at the other end.
Parental autonomy granting. Parental autonomy granting refers to parental
encouragement of youth’s age-normative autonomy and emotional independence.
Parental psychological control is at the opposite end of the continuum of autonomy
granting and refers to parental overinvolvement by excessive instruction of youth on how
to think or feel in various situations (e.g., through guilt induction) and encouragement of
excessive dependence on the parent (e.g., Barber 1992; Barber 1996; Steinberg, Elmen,
& Mounts, 1989). Theoretical models have proposed that excessive parental control can
result in the development of anxiety in youth (Chorpita & Barlow, 1998; Ginsburg,
Siqueland, Masia-Warner, & Hedtke, 2004; Rapee, 2001). Parents who employ excessive
control over their youth’s behavior or psychological wellbeing and do not grant their
youth autonomy in developmentally salient tasks are likely to reduce their youth’s sense
of mastery, control and autonomy. As a consequence, the youth have little basis for
believing in their ability to succeed and remain safe without parental assistance,
especially in new situations, leading to increased anxiety and avoidant responses in the
youth (Wood et al., 2006). Conversely, some models have proposed that parental support
of youths’ age-normative autonomy and independence (i.e., parental autonomy granting)
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may increase youths’ sense of mastery and control, leading to anxiety reduction (e.g.,
Chorpita et al., 1998; Wood et al., 2003).
McLeod et al.’s (2007) meta-analysis of 47 studies examining parenting and
youth anxiety found evidence in support of an the association between parental
psychological control and youth anxiety. For example, Hudson and Rapee (2002)
compared 37 families with youth (aged 7-16 years) diagnosed with an anxiety disorder
and 20 control families with youth with no anxiety disorder diagnosis using self-report
measures and independent behavioral observations. Ratings on parental variables of
psychological control and rejection were obtained by: 1) the youth rating their parents, 2)
parents rating themselves, and 3) independent observers rating family interactions.
Parents of youth with anxiety disorders were more controlling and less autonomy
granting compared to parents of control youth, as rated by independent observers.
Similarly, Siqueland, Kendall, and Steinberg (1996) compared 17 clinically anxious
youth (ages 9 to 12 years) and their families with 27 control youth with no anxiety
disorder (ages 9 to 12 years) and their families using independent behavioral
observations. Each family participated in completing a complex puzzle task that typically
produces conflict between family members. Mothers of youth with anxiety disorders
granted less autonomy and exerted more psychological control during the task than
mothers of control youth with no anxiety disorder.
Parental acceptance. Parental acceptance refers to a parental display of positive
regard, warmth and support toward the youth (e.g., Clark & Ladd, 2000; Maccoby, 1992;
McLeod et al., 2007). Parental rejection is on the opposite end of the continuum of
parental acceptance and refers to parental coldness and unresponsiveness, disapproval,
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and a lack of emotional support toward the youth (e.g. Clark et al., 2000; Maccoby,
1992). Research indicates that high parental rejection (i.e., low parental acceptance) may
contribute to youths’ reduced self-efficacy and sense of mastery, and also may lead to
increased anxiety and avoidant responses in the youth (e,g., Barber, Olsen, & Shagle,
1994; Rapee, 1997).
Ginsburg et al.’s (2004) narrative review of studies examining parenting and
youth anxiety concluded that a positive relationship exists between parental rejection and
youth anxiety. That is, higher levels of parental rejection were associated with higher
levels of youth anxiety in a majority of studies included in the review. Similarly, Yap,
Pilkington, Ryan and Jorm’s (2014) meta-analysis of 181 studies examining parenting
and youth anxiety and depression concluded that there is a significant association
between high levels of parental rejection and high levels of anxiety. For example, as
noted previously, Hudson et al.’s (2002) study compared families with anxiety-disordered
youth and control families on the parental acceptance/rejection. Results demonstrated that
anxiety-disordered youth rated their parents as less accepting compared to youth in the
control group.
In contrast to the findings above, McLeod et al.’s (2007) meta-analysis provided
mixed evidence supporting the association between parental rejection and youth anxiety.
Results varied depending on specific subdimensions (i.e., warmth, aversiveness and
withdrawal) within the broad parenting dimension of rejection. For example, parental
warmth was found to play a small role in the parenting-youth anxiety association,
whereas the parental aversiveness and withdrawal, conceptualized as the opposites of
warmth, played a larger role in the parenting-youth anxiety association.
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Parental reinforcement. Research has provided evidence for the role of parental
reinforcement in the development and maintenance of youth anxiety (see review by
Barmish et al., 2005). In the context of youth anxiety and operant learning processes,
parental positive reinforcement refers to parental use of tangible (e.g., giving youth a
prize) or non-tangible (e.g., taking youth to the park) rewards contingent on the youth
facing his/her feared situation or object. The use of positive reinforcement increases the
probability that the youth will again face his/her feared situation or object (Fisak Jr. &
Grills-Taquechel, 2007)
Parental negative reinforcement refers to parental permission or facilitation of the
youth avoiding his/her feared situation or object. Fisak Jr. et al. (2007) provide multiple
examples of the ways in which a parent can use negative reinforcement in the context of
youth anxiety. For example, a parent may: 1) remove youth from feared situation/object
(e.g., by picking youth up early from school on a day the youth has a presentation), 2)
support and encourage youth avoidance of feared situation/object (e.g., by allowing youth
not to attend a social event), 3) attempt to reduce youth’s distress with special treatment
(e.g., by providing excessive attention in the form of reassurance or soothing), and/or 4)
permit youth avoidance of responsibilities (e.g., by ordering food at a restaurant for the
youth).The use of negative reinforcement increases the probability that the youth will
again avoid his/her feared situation or object (e.g., Rapee, 2002).
Research has demonstrated that parents of youth with anxiety disorders tend to
allow youth’s avoidance of situations or objects that provoke fear/anxiety (e.g., Barrett,
1998; Barrett, Rapee, Dadds, & Ryan, 1996). Because avoidance results in immediate
reduction of fear/anxiety, the youth’s avoidance is negatively reinforced. Similarly,
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parents of youth with anxiety disorders tend not to appropriately use positive
reinforcement to support youth’s efforts in confronting their fear-/anxiety-provoking
situation in an effort to avoid youth experiencing distress (e.g., Barrett, 1998; Barrett et
al., 1996b). For example, in a study by Barrett et al. (1996b), parental use of
reinforcement was compared between three groups of youth: 1) a clinically anxious group
(n = 152), 2) a non-clinical control group (n = 26), and 3) an oppositional disordered
control group (n = 27). First, youth in all groups were asked to separately interpret and
provide plans of action to ambiguous threat situations. Next, the youth and parents were
asked to come together as a family to discuss the situations and for the youth to provide a
final response for dealing with the ambiguous threat situation. Clinically anxious youth
were more likely to choose avoidant solutions as opposed to the other two groups.
Further, parents of youth with anxiety disorders modeled caution and rewarded avoidant
behavior. Lastly, there was an increase in the clinically anxious youths’ avoidant plans of
actions after the familial discussion, providing evidence for the influence of parental
reinforcement on youth anxiety.
In a more recent study, Barrett, Fox, and Farrell (2005) conducted an
observational study in which parent-youth interactions with anxious youth (n = 33) were
compared to parent-youth interactions with: 1) the anxious youth’s similar-aged nonclinical siblings, and 3) non-clinical youth (n = 14). The study included two discussion
tasks related to hypothetical anxiety-provoking situations during which youth interacted
with their parents. As one of the tasks, the parents and their youth were asked to discuss
together how the youth should interpret and respond to the hypothetical ambiguous social
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situation. Parents of anxious youth expressed more encouragement of avoidant behaviors
relative to parents of non-anxious youth.
Additional studies have provided evidence for an association between parental
reinforcement and youth anxiety (e.g., Chorpita, Albano, & Barlow, 1996; Cobham,
Dadds, & Spence, 1999; Dadds, Barrett, Rapee, & Ryan, 1996; Shortt, Barrett, Dadds, &
Fox, 2001). More specifically, parents of anxious youth may encourage and consequently
increase youth avoidance of ambiguous situations. Dadds et al. (1996) conducted a
follow-up study with a random subset of youth and parents from the Barrett et al. (1996b)
study in an attempt to better understand the processes that occurred within the family
discussions. Findings demonstrated that parents of anxious youth were more likely to
encourage avoidant responses to hypothetical, ambiguous threat situations than parents of
non-clinical youth, whom were more likely to encourage youth solutions that involved
prosocial behaviors (i.e., encourage youth’s confrontation of anxiety-provoking
situation).
Parental Involvement in Youth Anxiety Treatment
As previously mentioned, treatment research with respect to the enhanced benefits
of parent-involvement CBT over individual CBT in youth anxiety treatment has produced
mixed findings across studies (Silverman et al., 2008). The considerable variability
across studies prevents conclusions about the relative superiority of one treatment
approach over other treatment approaches (see review by Barmish et al., 2005).
Moreover, treatment research is scare with respect to whether the parenting
variables/skills targeted (e.g., parental autonomy granting, parental reinforcement) in
parent-involvement CBT produce a change in the targeted parenting variables/skills (e.g.,
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an increase in parental autonomy granting, a decrease in parental negative reinforcement
(Wood et al., 2003).
The following section will summarize the published treatment studies that
involved parents and targeted the parenting behaviors of interest in this dissertation study
(i.e., parental autonomy granting/psychological control, parental acceptance/rejection,
and parental positive/negative reinforcement), with a particular focus on whether the
targeted parent variables/skills changed during treatment. The treatments in the summary
below compared the relative efficacy of individual youth CBT versus youth CBT +
parent involvement and were administered in different formats. For simplicity, studies
that involved parents only and not the family unit were abbreviated as PCBT, and studies
that involved parents in a family context were abbreviated as FCBT. The treatment
studies obtained parent ratings from mothers, unless otherwise noted.
Studies targeting parental reinforcement. Barrett et al. (1996a) conducted one
of the first randomized clinical trials comparing CBT with or without parental
involvement for youth anxiety disorders. The treatment study evaluated the effectiveness
of Individual CBT (ICBT; n = 28), ICBT plus Family Management Training (PCBT; n =
25) and a waitlist control condition (WL; n = 26) in a sample of 79 youth (ages 7 – 14
years) and their parents. Youth were randomly assigned to one of the three conditions.
PCBT targeted parental reinforcement by training parents to reward youth for facing their
anxiety-provoking situation(s) and to reduce/eliminate avoidant behaviors (e.g., excessive
reassurance seeking). Outcome was evaluated using diagnostic recovery rates,
independent clinical evaluations, parent and youth self-report measures, and experimental
measures. In the experimental measures, threat interpretations and response plans to
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hypothetical, ambiguous situations were measured. To examine whether anxious youth’s
tendency to report avoidant solutions increased following family discussions, youth and
parents were first asked to interpret and respond to these situations separately and then to
discuss the situations together. Independent evaluators rated whether the youth provided
avoidant solutions (i.e., whether the youth removed him/herself from the situation) and if
there was a difference between the solutions given before and after the family discussion.
At posttreatment, the percentage of youth who no longer met diagnostic criteria
for an anxiety disorder was significantly lower for both ICBT and PCBT (69.8%) than for
the WL (26.0%). There was also a significant difference between the two treatments on
diagnostic recovery, with more youth in PCBT recovering (n = 84.0%) than in ICBT (n =
57.1%). Independent clinical evaluations of improvement in the youth and family also
showed improvement in both the ICBT and PCBT groups, with the PCBT group
significantly superior to the ICBT group on three of the seven clinical evaluation scales
(i.e., Clinical Global Impression, Change of Family Disruption by the Youth’s Behavior,
and Change in Parent’s Perception of Own Ability to Deal with Youth’s Behavior).
Further, parent self-report measures showed improvements in both the ICBT and PCBT
groups in comparison to the WL, with follow-up analyses showing that the PCBT group
consistently maintained lower scores on both the Child Behavior Checklist Internalizing
(CBCL-I; Achenbach, 1991) and Externalizing scale (CBCL-E) in comparison to the
ICBT group. Youth self-report measures also demonstrated beneficial effects in both
active treatment conditions, with significantly lower scores on the Fear Survey Schedule
for Children – Revised (FSSC-R; Ollendick, 1983) for the PCBT group than the ICBT
group.
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As noted, parental negative reinforcement of youths’ avoidance of anxietyprovoking situations/objects is of particular interest to this dissertation study. Results of
the Barrett et al. (1996a) treatment study demonstrated a significant decrease in the
number of threat interpretations and avoidant plans at posttreatment. More specifically,
youths’ recorded threat interpretations and avoidant responses before the family
discussion were significantly reduced at posttreatment for the PCBT group relative to
both the ICBT and WL groups. Youths’ recorded threat interpretations and avoidant
responses after the family discussion were significantly reduced at posttreatment for both
the ICBT and PCBT groups relative to the WL group. These results were in sharp
contrast to pretreatment analyses showing that youth in all three conditions increased
their avoidant responses after the family discussion. Treatment gains were maintained for
both treatment conditions at the 12-month follow-up assessment point, and statistically
significant differences remained between ICBT and PCBT on diagnostic recovery, FSSCR and independent clinical evaluation of improvement. Although parental reinforcement
was targeted in PCBT, this parenting variable/skill was not measured as an outcome.
Further, it was not examined whether PCBT produced specific effects on parental
reinforcement strategies relative to the other conditions (i.e., if there was treatment
specificity) and if that parenting variable/skill, in turn, mediated the positive treatment
outcome in PCBT (i.e., if there was treatment mediation).
In a subsequent study, Barrett (1998) investigated the efficacies of Group CBT
(GCBT; n = 23), GCBT plus Family Management Training (G-PCBT; n = 17) and a WL
control condition (n = 20) in a sample of 60 anxiety-disordered youth (ages 7 – 14 years)
and their parents. Youth were randomly assigned to one of the three conditions. The
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parent-involvement condition targeted parental reinforcement. Outcome was evaluated
using diagnostic recovery rates, independent clinical evaluations and parent and youth
self-report measures.
At posttreatment, the percentage of youth who no longer met diagnostic criteria
for an anxiety disorder was significantly lower for both GCBT and G-PCBT (64.8%) than
for the WL (25.2%), with no significant difference between the two active treatments on
diagnostic recovery. On the independent clinical evaluation scales, improvements were
found in both GCBT and G-PCBT, with G-PCBT significantly superior to GCBT on two
of the seven clinical evaluation scales (i.e., Change of Family Disruption by the Youth’s
Behavior and Change in Parent’s Perception of Own Ability to Deal with Youth’s
Behavior). Parent and youth ratings on the FSSC-R and parent rating on the CBCL-I
were significantly lower for G-PCBT in comparison to both GCBT and WL. Treatment
gains were maintained on all measures at the 12-month follow-up assessment point, with
G-PCBT participants demonstrating significantly greater improvements than GCBT
participants on diagnostic recovery, FSSC-R ratings, and clinician ratings of
improvement (e.g., on the Avoidant Behaviors scale).
Barrett (1998) did not examine whether targeting parental reinforcement produced
specific effects on this parenting variable/skill (i.e., treatment specificity) and if it, in
turn, mediated the positive treatment outcome (i.e., treatment mediation). Similar to
Barrett et al. (1996a), the parent-youth relationship was not measured, not allowing for
the examination of treatment specificity and mediation.
Spence, Donovan, and Brechman-Toussaint’s (2000) treatment study consisted of
50 youth (ages 7 to 14 years) with a primary diagnosis of social phobia (SOP), therefore
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being a more homogeneous sample relative to the other treatment studies. This treatment
study examined the efficacy of GCBT (n = 19), GCBT plus Parent Involvement (GPCBT; n = 17) and a WL control condition (n = 14). Youth were randomly assigned to
one of the three conditions. Outcome was evaluated using diagnostic recovery, parent and
youth measures and behavioral observations rated by an independent observer. PCBT
targeted parental reinforcement by training parents to increase positive reinforcement of
youths’ participation in social activities and decrease negative reinforcement of youths’
socially anxious behavior and avoidance.
Posttreatment results demonstrated a higher percentage of youth who no longer
met diagnostic criteria for SOP in GCBT (n = 58.0%) and P-GCBT (n = 87.5%) than in
the WL control condition (n = 7.0%), with no significant difference on diagnostic
recovery found between the two active treatment conditions. Youth in both active
treatment conditions had significantly lower ratings relative to the youth in the WL
condition on youth-completed RCMAS, Spence Children’s Social Anxiety Scale (SCAS;
Spence, 1997), and Social Worries Questionnaire (SWQ-PU; Spence, 1995) and the
parent-completed Social Skills Questionnaire (SSQ-P; Spence, 1995) and Social
Competence Questionnaire (SCQ-P; 1995), with no significant differences on these
measures across the two treatments conditions. Treatment gains were maintained for both
treatment conditions at 6- and 12-month follow-ups. No statistically significant
differences were found between the active treatment conditions in any of the assessment
time points. Further, although parental reinforcement was targeted in the active
treatments, this parenting variable/skill was not measured at pre, post or follow-up time
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points, consequently not allowing for the examination of treatment specificity and
mediation.
Study targeting parent-youth relationship. Only one study to my knowledge
targeted only the parent-youth relationship in an effort to reduce youth anxiety. Wood et
al.’s (2006) treatment study evaluated the efficacy of ICBT (n = 19) and PCBT (n = 19)
in a sample of 38 anxiety-disordered youth (ages 7 – 14 years) and their primary parent
(i.e., their primary caregiver). Youth were randomly assigned to one of the two treatment
conditions. Outcome was evaluated using diagnostic recovery rates and parent, youth,
and independent evaluator ratings. PCBT targeted both parental autonomy granting (i.e.,
decreasing parental psychological control) and parental acceptance (i.e., decreasing
parental rejection).
At posttreatment, the percentage of youth who no longer met diagnostic criteria
for an anxiety disorder was higher in PCBT (70.8%) than ICBT (52.6%), but this
difference was not statistically significant. However, there was a significant difference
between treatment conditions in terms of improvement of youth anxiety symptoms, with
significantly more youth in PCBT (78.9%) than ICBT (26.3%) rated by an independent
evaluator (IE) as “completely recovered or very much better” on the Clinician’s Global
Improvement scale (CGI; National Institutes of Health, 1985). Parents’ ratings of youth
anxiety symptoms also declined more rapidly over the course of treatment in PCBT in
comparison to the ICBT group. In contrast to parent and IE ratings, youth self-report of
anxiety did not provide evidence of a superior PCBT treatment effect. Follow-up data
was not reported. Further, parental autonomy granting and parental acceptance were
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targeted in treatment but not measured, thus not allowing the examination of treatment
specificity and mediation.
Studies targeting parent-youth relationship and parental reinforcement.
Bodden et al. (2008) evaluated the efficacy of ICBT (n = 64) and FCBT (n = 64) in a
sample of 128 youth (ages 8 – 17 years) and their families (i.e., mothers, fathers, and
siblings). Families were first randomly assigned to ICBT, FCBT, or a 2-3 month WL
condition (n = 25). After the 2-3 month wait, 19 of the 25 (76%) WL families were then
randomly assigned to either ICBT or FCBT. Outcome was evaluated using diagnostic
recovery rates and parent and youth questionnaires. For those participants that were
initially in the WL and were then assigned to an active treatment condition, the post
waitlist measures were used as pretreatment measures. FCBT targeted parental autonomy
granting (i.e., decreasing parental psychological control), parental acceptance (i.e.,
decreasing parental rejection) and parental reinforcement (i.e., increasing positive
reinforcement and decreasing negative reinforcement).
At posttreatment, the difference in percentage of youth who no longer met
diagnostic criteria for an anxiety disorder in ICBT (n = 53%) relative to FCBT (n = 28%)
was statistically significant. For participants in the WL condition, all youth still met
diagnostic criteria for an anxiety disorder after the 2-3 month waitlist period, whereas
41% of youth no longer met diagnostic criteria for any anxiety disorder at posttreatment
and 56% did not meet diagnostic criteria for their primary anxiety diagnosis. At the 3month follow-up, these diagnostic recovery rates were 52% and 68%, respectively;
however, the superior effect of ICBT over FCBT was no longer significant. Significant
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pre to post treatment changes were observed on the outcome measures, with no
significant differences found between treatment conditions. Consistent with the other
treatment studies summarized, the parenting variables (i.e., parental autonomy granting,
parental acceptance, and parental reinforcement) were not measured. Consequently,
treatment specificity and mediation could not be evaluated. Bodden et al.’s study was the
first to support the superiority of ICBT to parent-involvement CBT at posttreatment.
Kendall, Hudson, Gosch, Flannery-Schroeder, and Suveg (2008) evaluated the
efficacy of ICBT (n = 55), PCBT (n = 56), and a family-based
education/support/attention condition (FESA; n = 50) in a sample of 161 youth (ages 7 to
14 years) and their parents. Outcome was evaluated using diagnostic recovery rates and
parent, youth, and teacher measures. Parental autonomy granting and reinforcement
strategies (i.e., increasing positive reinforcement and decreasing negative reinforcement)
were targeted in this study.
At postreatment, the percentage of youth who no longer met diagnostic criteria for
any anxiety disorder was higher in both ICBT (n = 64%) and PCBT (n = 64%) relative to
FESA (n = 42%), with statistically significant differences found between ICBT and
FESA and between PCBT and FESA. The percentage of youth who no longer met
diagnostic criteria for their primary anxiety diagnosis was also higher in both ICBT (n =
57%) and PCBT (55%) than FESA (n = 37%), with statistically significant differences
also found between ICBT-FESA and FCT-FESA. At 12-month follow-up, there were no
significant differences found on diagnostic recovery rates between conditions. Further,
significant pre to posttreatment changes were found on the MASC and the Coping
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Questionnaire for Children (CQ-C; Kendall & Marrs-Garcia, 1999), with no significant
differences between conditions. Overall, youth in all treatment conditions reported a
reduction in anxiety symptoms and an improvement in coping skills at posttreatment.
The difference in anxiety symptoms for youth in ICBT and PCBT in comparison to youth
in FESA was statistically significant, with no significant difference found between ICBT
and PCBT. Again, although parental autonomy granting and reinforcement strategies
were targeted in PCBT, these parenting variables/skills were not measures. Consequently,
treatment specificity and mediation could not be evaluated.
Summary of studies involving parents in youth anxiety treatment. The treatment
studies summarized in this section provide empirical evidence that anxiety disorders in
youth are significantly reduced when parents are involved. However, most of the studies
did not provide support for enhanced treatment benefits of parental involvement in the
youth’s anxiety treatment relative to youth individual treatment. When significant
enhanced effects were found, findings were generally inconsistent across measures,
informants, or both (e.g., Barrett, 1998, Barrett et al., 1996a; Wood et al., 2006).
Of particular relevance to this dissertation study is the issue of treatment
specificity and mediation. Although specific parenting variables/skills were targeted in all
the studies summarized, none of the studies measured the parenting variables/skills (i.e.,
parental autonomy granting/psychological control, parental acceptance/rejection, parental
positive and negative reinforcement). Consequently, issues of treatment specificity and
mediation were not pursued in any study.
Related research on treatment specificity. A search of studies examining issues
of treatment specificity in the treatment of youth anxiety produced no results. Given the
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paucity of research in the area of youth anxiety, a study focused on this issue in the
treatment of adolescent depression will instead be summarized here. Kolko, Brent,
Baugher, Bridge, and Birmaher (2000) compared the efficacy of CBT, systematic
behavioral family therapy (SBFT) and nondirective supportive therapy (NST) for
reducing adolescent depression in a sample of 102 adolescents (ages 13 to 18 years)
diagnosed with major depressive disorder and their parents. Adolescents were randomly
assigned to one of the three treatment conditions. Outcome was evaluated using
diagnostic recovery rates and parent and youth measures.
At posttreatment, CBT showed a specific effect on one of two cognitive variables,
cognitive errors as measured by the Children's Negative Cognitive Errors Questionnaire
(CNCEQ; Leitenberg, Yost, & Carroll-Wilson, 1986). CBT did not produce specific
effects on hopelessness, as measured by the Beck Hopelessness Scale (BHS; Beck,
Weissman, Lester, & Trexler, 1974). Findings also revealed that both CBT and SFBT
had a greater effect on family functioning than NST, therefore not providing evidence for
specific treatment effects of SBFT on that targeted family variable. CBT also showed a
greater effect on two other family variables (behavioral control and marital satisfaction)
relative to NST, with SBFT not demonstrating any effects on these variables. However,
both SBFT and NST showed a specific effect on one of the family variables (family
conflict) at the 2-year follow-up. In sum, the one study conducted in a related area (i.e.,
adolescent depression) found some support for treatment specificity; that is, CBT exerted
specific effects on cognitive distortions relative to the other treatments.
Summary of treatment specificity studies. Despite the importance of examining
treatment specificity in youth treatment research, the data existing to date can be seen as
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insufficient to warrant acceptance of the notion that treatment results in change in the
skills/variables that are specifically targeted. As noted in the literature review of
treatments comparing the relative efficacy of individual CBT versus parent-involvement
CBT, the targeted parenting variables/skills were not measured in any of the treatment
studies. Without measuring the targeted variables/skills, an examination neither of
treatment specificity nor of treatment mediation could be pursued.
Another limitation in the treatment studies summarized in the literature review
was the treatments chosen as comparison conditions. Many of the randomized controlled
trials compared the active treatment condition against a WL. However, to examine issues
of treatment specificity, a more useful comparison would be between an active treatment
condition that targets a parenting variable (e.g., a condition that trains parents on
acceptance of youth and not on appropriate reinforcement strategies) and an alternative
active treatment condition that does not target the same parenting variable (e.g., a
condition that trains parents on appropriate reinforcement strategies and not on parental
acceptance of youth). In this type of comparison, a significant Treatment Condition by
Time interaction would provide a direct test of the respective interventions on the
respective targeted parenting variables/skills.
The present dissertation study thus addresses the limitations of the current anxiety
treatment literature first by measuring the targeted parenting variables/skills and second
by targeting different parenting skills in each parent-involvement treatment condition
(i.e., increasing parental use of positive reinforcement and decreasing negative
reinforcement in the context of youth avoidant behaviors in RFST; increasing parental
use of autonomy granting and parental acceptance of youth in RLST), with each
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condition serving as an “alternative comparison control” for the other condition. This will
allow for an evaluation of the specificity of treatment effects on targeted parenting
behaviors. The third condition, ICBT, will serve as a baseline comparison condition. The
use of three active treatment conditions enhances internal validity and allows conclusions
to be drawn regarding treatment-specific effects.
Treatment Mediation
Only a small number of studies have systematically evaluated mediators of
treatment response. Six studies in the youth anxiety treatment research literature
investigated mediators of treatment response (Alfano et al., 2009; Hogendoorn et al.,
2013; Kendall & Treadwell, 2007; Settipani et al., 2013; Silverman et al. 2009; Treadwell
& Kendall, 1996). Four of these studies (Alfano et al., 2009; Hogendoorn et al., 2013;
Kendall et al., 2007; Treadwell et al., 1996) investigated youth variables (i.e., youth
cognitions, social skills, and loneliness) as mediators of youth anxiety treatment outcome.
Even though the youth variables examined in these mediation studies are not variables of
interest in this dissertation study, these studies are briefly summarized below in light of
the scarcity of published work on treatment mediators. The other studies (Settipani et al.,
2013; Silverman et al., 2009) summarized relate to this dissertation’s interest in
investigating parenting variables mediating parent-involvement CBT.
Youth variables as treatment mediators. Treadwell et al. (1996) evaluated the
mediating role of negative self-statements, positive self-statements, and state-of-mind
(SOM) ratios (i.e., the ratio of positive to negative self-statements) in youth anxiety. The
sample consisted of 151 youth ages 8 to 13 years. Of the 151 youth, 71 were clinicreferred for a primary diagnosis of anxiety; the remaining 80 youth were within normal
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levels of anxiety, internalizing and externalizing problems, and depression and served as
control participants. Youth with anxiety disorders were randomized into a WL or CBT.
Only the data for the anxious clinic-referred sample were included in the meditational
analysis. Outcome was evaluated using diagnostic status and parent, youth and teacher
measures.
At pretreatment, anxiety-disordered youth reported greater numbers of selfstatements and lower SOM ratios. Significant pre to posttreatment improvements were
observed in negative self-statements, positive self-statements, and SOM ratios for the
treated youth. Negative self-statements and SOM ratios, and not positive self-statements,
significantly predicted anxiety severity after treatment. In terms of treatment mediators,
negative self-statements mediated youth reported anxiety but did not on parent or teacher
reports of diagnostic status. SOM ratio also mediated anxiety after treatment. Positive
self-statements did not mediate positive treatment response.
In a subsequent study by Kendall et al. (2007), self-statements were examined as
predictors of anxiety in youth with and without an anxiety disorder and as a mediator of
positive treatment outcome in anxiety-disordered youth in a sample of 145 youth (ages 9
– 13 years). Similar to Treadwell et al. (1996), changes in negative self-statements
mediated treatment response. Moreover, changes in SOM ratios mediated treatment
response, as measured by the RCMAS only.
Alfano et al. (2009) examined mediators of treatment outcome in the behavioral
treatment of SOP in a sample of 88 youths (ages 7 to 17 years). The data from these
youths were derived from two previously published randomized clinical trials (Beidel,
Turner, & Morris, 2000, n = 31 and Beidel, Turner, Sallee, Ammerman, Crosby, &
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Pachak, 2007, n = 57). Alfano et al. examined whether observer-rated social skill during
two behavioral tasks and youth-reported loneliness mediated changes during treatment.
Results revealed that social anxiety as measured by only one of the study’s main outcome
measures (i.e., Social Phobia and Anxiety Inventory for Youth; Beidel, Turner, & Morris,
1995) mediated by youth-reported loneliness.
Hogendoorn et al. (2013) examined cognitive variables (i.e., negative and positive
thoughts, coping strategies, coping strategies, and perceived control over anxietyprovoking situations) as mediators of treatment outcome. Contrary to the mediation
studies already summarized (i.e., Alfano et al., 2009; Kendall et al., 2007; Treadwell et
al., 1996), Hodendoorn et al.’s study included multiple assessment points during
treatment in order to gather data regarding temporal precedence. The sample consisted of
145 youth (ages 8 – 18 years) with a primary anxiety disorder who received CBT.
Contradictory to the findings of Treadwell et al. (1996) and Kendall et al. (2007), the
results of this study demonstrated that a change in positive thoughts, but not negative
thoughts, preceded a change in anxiety symptom reduction. Further, several coping
strategies (e.g., positive cognitive restructuring and distraction strategies) also preceded a
change in anxiety symptom reduction.
Parent variables as treatment mediators. Silverman et al. (2009) compared the
relative efficacy of ICBT with minimal parental involvement (n = 48) to CBT with active
parental involvement (PCBT; n = 40) in a sample of 119 anxiety-disordered youth (ages 7
– 16 years) and their parents. The study examined potential models of the dynamics of
change between youth anxiety and the following parental variables in both treatment
conditions: 1) parental positive-negative behaviors toward the child (i.e., parental
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acceptance/rejection, which is of interest in this dissertation study), 2) conflict in the
parent-youth relationship, and 3) parental anxiety. Outcome was evaluated using
diagnostic recovery rates and parent and youth measures.
At posttreatment, 78.4% of youth across both treatment conditions no longer met
criteria for their primary diagnosis. Both ICBT and PCBT produced significant
improvements on youth anxiety between pretreatment and posttreatment, and these
improvements were maintained at follow-up. The pattern of findings was observed on all
primary (RCMAS) and secondary outcome measures (CBCL-Anxious/Depressed
subscale; Achenbach, 1991), with no significant differences found between treatment
conditions. In terms of the parent variables, parental anxiety was reduced across both
treatment conditions, even though parental anxiety was not targeted in ICBT. Statistically
significant pre to posttreatment changes were also observed in the youths’ appraisal of
the parent’s positive/negative behaviors (as measured by the Conflict Behavior
Questionnaire-Appraisal of Parent; CBQ-P; Prinz, Foster, Kent, & O’Leary, 1979) and
the conflict in the parent-youth relationship (CBQ-D; Prinz et al. 1979) in ICBT. Again,
these parent variables were not targeted in ICBT. For PCBT, statistically significant pre
to posttreatment changes were observed on the CBQ-P and not on the CBQ-D, with no
significant differences found between treatment conditions. This study also preliminarily
pursued the question of directionality of effects between youth anxiety and parent
variables (i.e., parent to youth, youth to parent, or bidirectionality). Given this issue was
not a focus of this dissertation study, the issue of directionality is discussed only later in
the Discussion section.
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In a recent study, Settipani et al. (2013) investigated the directionality of change
for youth anxiety and parent factors (i.e., parental anxiety, parental psychological control,
family affective involvement, and family behavior control) over time in sample of 111
anxiety-disordered youth (ages 7 to 14 years) who were randomized to ICBT (n = 55) or
FCBT (n = 56). Outcome was evaluated using parent-, youth-, and clinician-rated
measures. Results in the combined sample demonstrated that decreases in parent-reported
youth anxiety led to decreases in parental anxiety, suggesting that decreases in youth
anxiety may precede reductions in parental anxiety rather than vice versa. Furthermore,
decreases in parental psychological control and family affective involvement preceded
decreases in clinician-rated youth anxiety.
Summary of treatment mediation studies. Although the studies summarized
above are interesting in that they are the first to identify mediators of treatment response,
only Silverman et al. (2009) and Settipani et al.’s (2013) treatment studies are directly
relevant to the research questions addressed in this dissertation study. Silverman et al.
demonstrated that one of their hypothesized mediators (i.e., the parent-youth relationship)
mediated treatment response. Settipani et al. demonstrated that three of their
hypothesized parent variables (i.e., parental anxiety, parental psychological control and
family affective involvement) mediated treatment response, whereas family behavior
control did not mediate treatment response. In both studies there was some evidence to
show that the direction of change was not from parent to youth only (the traditional
view), but also from youth to parent.
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The Present Study
The present study evaluated whether RLST (i.e., Parent Relationship Skills
Training, which targets increasing parental acceptance of youth and increasing autonomy
granting) and RFST (i.e., Parent Reinforcement Skills Training, which targets increasing
parental positive and decreasing negative reinforcement) produce specific effects on the
targeted parenting variables/skills. The present study also examined whether changes
produced on these variables mediated treatment response in each of the respective
treatment conditions.
Accordingly, the specific aims of this dissertation study were to test two sets of
hypotheses. These hypotheses are depicted in Figure 1, 2, 3 and 4. The first set of
hypotheses was designed to establish empirically whether there were specific treatment
effects. Thus, the first set of hypotheses was that RLST would produce significantly
greater effects on parental autonomy granting (increase) and parental acceptance of youth
(increase) than RFST and ICBT. RFST, on the other hand, was hypothesized to produce
significantly greater effects on parental use of positive reinforcement (increase) and
negative reinforcement (decrease) than RLST and ICBT. ICBT, as noted, served as an
additional comparison control condition because parents were not trained in any skills in
this condition, yet these skills were measures in ICBT as they were in the other two
conditions.
The second set of hypotheses tested in this study was whether changes produced
on these targeted parenting variables mediate treatment response. Thus, the second set of
hypotheses tested was that parents’ increased use in positive reinforcement, parents’
decreased use in negative reinforcement, parents’ increased autonomy granting and
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parents’ increased acceptance of the youth would be significant mediators of treatment
response (i.e., youth anxiety reduction). Mediation tests are within group tests in that
analyses are conducted within each condition so that change in each hypothesized
mediator is either significantly related to positive change in youth treatment outcome or it
is not.
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CHAPTER III.
METHODOLOGY
Participants
Participants consisted of 337 youth (ages 5 to 16 years; M = 9.50; SD = 2.45) and
their parents (mainly mothers) who presented to the Child Anxiety and Phobia Program
(CAPP) at Florida International University, an anxiety disorders specialty research clinic,
due to youths’ difficulties with excessive fears and/or anxiety. The age range of the
participants in the current study is comparable with the age range of previous randomized
clinical trials (e.g., Barrett, 1998 Kendall, 1994). After attrition, the number of treatment
completers was 253. There was no statistically significant differential attrition across
treatment conditions (ICBT = 29.5%, RLST = 28.3%, and RSFT = 24.4%). These rates
are comparable for rates reported by other U.S. investigators of youth anxiety (e.g.,
Kendall, 1994). The present study examined data for the treatment completed sample.
Treatment completers and non-completers were compared at pretreatment. Chisquare tests and t-tests were used to compare treatment completers and non-completers
along the following sociodemographic and clinical variables: socioeconomic status,
parent’s marital status, youth ethnicity, youth age, youth sex, interference rating on the
youth’s primary/target diagnosis, and youth’s pretreatment anxiety levels. There were no
statistically significant differences between completers and non-completers, with the
exception of marital status (χ2 (7) = 26.27, p < .001). More treatment completers than
non-completers were from families in which the mothers were in intact marriages.
The present dissertation provides pre and post treatment outcome, treatment
specificity and treatment mediation effects for 253 treatment completers (ages 5 to 16
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years old; M = 9.38; SD = 2.42) and their parents. A more detailed description of
sociodemographic characteristics for participants who completed the treatment is
presented in Table 1. The youths’ age range of 5 to 16 years reflects the modal age range
of the age of onset for separation anxiety disorder (SAD), social phobia (SOP), specific
phobia (SP), and generalized anxiety disorder (GAD) in the population and is reflective
of CAPP’s referral patterns.
The present study’s inclusion criteria included the following, all youth must have:
A) had a primary diagnosis of a DSM-IV anxiety or phobic disorder, (B) received a mean
score of 4 or greater on the Clinician's Rating Scale of Severity (see Measures), (C)
ceased all other youth psychosocial treatment after consulting with both CAPP counselor
and external service provider, (D) been stable on ADHD stimulants or other such
psychopharmacological agents that would confound the study, (E) have been between 6
and 16 years old, (F) had parents/guardians agree to participate in the child’s treatment,
and (G) agreed to be randomized into either the ICBT condition, RLST condition, or the
RFST condition, including weekly involvement in therapy (approximately 60 minutes in
length).
The study’s exclusion criteria included the following, the youth must have: (A)
met a primary diagnosis that was not a DSM-IV anxiety or phobic disorder, or (B) met
diagnoses (e.g., primary, secondary, tertiary) for any one of the following disorders:
Pervasive Developmental Disorders, Mental Retardation, Organic Mental Disorders,
Schizophrenia and Other Psychotic Disorders, or (C) failed to withdraw from other
psychosocial treatment, or (D) not been stable on ADHD stimulants or other such
psychopharmacological agents, (E) shown high likelihood and/or serious intent of hurting
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themselves or others. Screening for exclusionary criteria was accomplished through a
standardized telephone screen, and if necessary, youth and parent interview schedules
were administered.
Youth who met criteria for a primary diagnosis of a DSM-IV anxiety and/or
phobic disorder were evaluated on the basis of the ADIS-IV: C/P (Silverman & Albano,
1996), a structured interview administered to the youth and parent individually. Youth
that completed treatment in the current study met for a primary diagnoses of: SAD (n =
63), SOP (n = 62), SP (n = 36), GAD (n = 67), OCD (n = 2), PD with agoraphobia (n =
10), PD without agoraphobia (n = 3), and Selective Mutism (n = 10), with 69.6 % of the
youth (n = 176) having at least one comorbid diagnosis.
Measures
Diagnostic instruments administered to youths and parents. The Anxiety
Disorders Interview Schedule for DSM-IV: Child and Parent Versions (ADIS for DSMIV: C/P; Silverman & Albano, 1996). The ADIS for DSM-IV was administered to each
youth and parent to assess anxiety and related disorders in the youth. Interviewers
assigned diagnoses that were most interfering based on youth and parent’s separate
interviews. In cases of disagreement, the interviewer considered both informants’ views
to derive a final diagnosis. In cases of multiple diagnoses, interviewers assessed the
interference of each disorder to prioritize which diagnoses were most interfering. The
disorder deemed most interfering was viewed as primary and thus targeted in treatment.
The test-retest reliability estimates for the diagnosis of anxiety disorders have been
reported to be good to excellent range (e.g., κ = 0.63 to 0.83 for the ADIS-C child
version, κ = 0.65 to 0.88 for the ADIS-C parent version, and κ = 0.80 to 0.92 for the
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composite diagnosis; Silverman, Saavedra, & Pina, 2001). Reliability estimates for the
clinician severity ratings have been found to range from 0.74 to 0.88 (Silverman & Eisen,
1992; Silverman & Nelles, 1988).
Youth completed outcome measures. Revised Children’s Manifest Anxiety Scale
(RCMAS; Reynolds & Richmond, 1978; 1985). The RCMAS is a 37-item self-rating
scale intended to assess youth anxiety symptoms. Twenty-eight items, using a Yes (1) or
No (0) response system, yield a Total Anxiety score. The RCMAS is the most widely
used and widely researched youth self-rating anxiety scale (see review by Silverman &
Ollendick, 2005). The test-retest reliability estimate was reported as r = 0.98 for the Total
Anxiety scale (Pela & Reynolds, 1982). Concurrent validity estimates were reported to
range from (rs) 0.65 to 0.76 (Lee, Piercel, Friedlander, & Collamer, 1988). The internal
consistency coefficient (Cronhach’s alpha) was 0.83 for the present sample.
Multidimensional Anxiety Scale for Children (MASC; March, 1997). The MASC
is a 39-item self-rating scale intended to assess four dimensions of youth anxiety:
physical symptoms, harm avoidance, social anxiety, and separation/panic. This measure
uses a 4-point scale: (0) never true about me, (1) rarely true about me, (2) sometimes true
about me, (3) often true about me. The MASC demonstrated to have satisfactory testretest reliability estimates (March et al., 1997) and acceptable validity as it correlates
with the RCMAS (Kovacs, 1992). The internal consistency coefficient (Cronhach’s
alpha) was 0.89 for the present sample.
Parent completed outcome measures. Revised Children's Manifest Anxiety
Scale (RCMAS-P; Reynolds & Richmond, 1978; 1985). The 37 items of the RCMAS
were changed from “I…” to “My child…” in order for parents to rate the occurrence of
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youth anxious symptoms, as done in past research (e.g., Kendall, 1994; Silverman et al.,
1999). Twenty-eight items, using a Yes (1) or No (0) response system, yield a Total
Anxiety score. The test-retest reliability estimate was reported as r = 0.85 for the Total
Anxiety scale (Pina, Silverman, Saavedra, & Weems, 2001). The present study used the
RCMAS total anxiety scale, The internal consistency coefficient (Cronhach’s alpha) was
0.80 for the present sample.
Parent mediator variables. All variables indicated below were assessed using
both youth and parent versions of questionnaires.
Child Development Questionnaire (CDQ; Zabin & Melamed, 1980). The CDQ is
a list of 15 situations representative of youth’s most common fears (e.g., injection,
approaching a dog, being teased) based on earlier surveys (Jersild, Markey, & Jersild,
1933; Pratt, 1945). The items selected correspond closely to more contemporary surveys
of youth’s fears (e.g., Ollendick, 1983). This questionnaire is intended to assess parent’s
behaviors during youths’ feared situations. Parents are asked to indicate which of the five
choices given for each situation most accurately represents the way she/he would deal
with the situation if it were to arise at the present time with her/his youth. The five
choices for each situation fall within the following categories/subscales: Positive
Reinforcement, Negative Reinforcement, Punishment, Force, and Modeling. The Positive
Reinforcement (CDQ-PR) and Negative Reinforcement (CDQ-NR) subscales were used
to assess the hypothesized parent mediator variables: 1) Parent use of positive
reinforcement and 2) Parent use of negative reinforcement (i.e., not allowing for youth
avoidance behavior).
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Although the questionnaire was developed for use with parents, the present
dissertation also used a youth version by changing the stem of the items so that the parent
is referred to as the third person and youth as the first person (e.g., “If I told my child…”
to “If my mother told me…”). This is commonly done in youth anxiety intervention
research (Kendall, 1994; Silverman et al., 1999a, b). To distinguish the youth version
from the parent version, from hereon the youth version will be referred to as CDQ-C-PR
for the Positive Reinforcement subscale and CDQ-C-NR for Negative Reinforcement
subscale. The alpha coefficients for the CDQ-PR and CDQ-NR in the current study were
0.86 and 0.67, respectively. The alpha coefficients for the CDQ-C-PR and CDQ-C-NR in
the current study were 0.90 and 0.78, respectively.
Parenting Behavior Inventory (Child Report/Parent Report; CRPBI & PRPBI;
Schluderman & Schluderman, 1970). The CRPBI/PRPBI is a 30-item shortened version
of the 108-item revision of Schaefer’s original CRPBI (1965). This inventory is intended
to assess respondents’ perceptions of the parent’s behaviors toward the youth (i.e.,
parenting behaviors) from the perspective of the youth and parent, respectively. The
inventory has been found to have three subscales with 10 questions each: Psychological
Control, Acceptance, and Firm Control. The Psychological Control (CRPBI-PC/PRPBIPC) subscale was used to assess the hypothesized parent mediator variable, Parent
Autonomy Granting, in the present study. The youth completed the forms on their
mother. The internal consistency coefficient (Cronhach’s alpla) of the subscales have
been found to range from 0.65 to 0.74 (Schwartz, Barton-Henry, & Pruzinsky, 1985).
The alpha coefficients for the CRPBI and PRPBI in the current study were 0.79 and 0.72,
respectively.
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Clinically significant improvement variables. Child Behavior Checklist (CBCL;
Achenbach & Rescorla, 2001). The CBCL is a 118-item parent rating scale intended to
assess youth emotional and behavioral problems. This measure uses a 3-point scale: (0)
not true, (1) somewhat or sometimes true, and (2) very true or often true. Specifically, the
parents’ ratings on both the CBCL’s Internalizing (CBCL-I) and Anxious/Depressed
subscales (CBCL-A/D) were used to evaluate youth treatment response, as in past
research studies. The test-retest reliability was reported as r = 0.91 for the Internalizing
subscale and r = 0.82 for the Anxious/Depressed subscale (Achenbach, 1991).
Concurrent validity was reported to range from (rs) .52 to .88 (Achenbach, 1991). Similar
to previous research (e.g., Achenbach et al., 2001) clinically significant improvement for
both the Internalizing and Anxious/Depressed subscales were defined as a minimum
criterion T score of less than 70 (adjusted according to age norms).
Children's Global Assessment Scale (C-GAS; Bird, Shaffer, Fisher, & Gould,
1993). The C-GAS is a clinician rated scale intended to assess youth’s overall
functioning. Impairments in school, social, and psychological functioning are considered.
The descriptive statements related to the severity of symptoms are divided within ten
point intervals. Scores for this scale range from 1 to 100, with higher scores indicating
higher levels of functioning. Scores less than 67 are considered to be in the clinical range.
As in previous research, C-GAS ratings were derived during case conference meetings
headed by Drs. Silverman or Pettit. The inter-rater reliability was reported as 0.66 (ICC)
in findings from studies in community (e.g., Shaffer et al., 1983) and clinic (e.g., Dyrborg
et al., 2000; Rey, Starling, Wever, Dossetor, &Plapp, 1995) settings, with validity shown
by “caseness” (Bird et al., 1993).
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Procedure
Assessment interviews and questionnaires were administered after parents
provided informed consent and youths provided informed assent. Assessment interviews
and questionnaires were generally completed in two sessions by one diagnostician (a
trained doctoral student). The order in which the parents and youths were administered
the ADIS-C/P was randomized previously to the assessment appointments. While the
parent was interviewed, the youth filled out questionnaires with the help of a trained
undergraduate assistant. During the second appointment, youth and parents completed
any incomplete questionnaires. All measures were completed at pre treatment and post
treatment.
Participants who met the study’s inclusion criteria were invited back to the clinic
and informed consent/assent was obtained for their participation in the study. The
participants were randomly assigned to a counselor (another doctoral student) as well as
to one of the three manualized treatment conditions: ICBT, RLST, and RFST (discussed
below). Participants who did not meet the study’s inclusion criteria were referred to an
appropriate mental health service.
Study design. The design for the present dissertation was a 3 (Intervention; ICBT
versus RLST versus RFST) by 2 (Time; Pre versus Post) between-within design where
the Intervention is the between factor and Time is the within factor. Because the study
focused on evaluating treatment specificity and mediational effects of parenting
variables, participants were randomly assigned to one of the three intervention
conditions. Measures were administered to parent, youth and/or clinician at pre treatment
and post treatment for all three treatment interventions (ICBT, RLST, RFST).
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Manualized treatment conditions. Participants were assigned to one of three
treatment conditions through random assignment. The specific condition (ICBT, RLST,
or RFST) used to start the random assignment procedure was determined by the toss of a
coin. All subsequent participant assignments to treatment condition were assigned using a
table of random numbers.
A manual for each treatment condition was created to standardize the content of
each session. Each session within each manual contained the main goals, tasks,
homework assignments, treatment schedules and questionnaires needed for that particular
session. However, therapists were advised to also consider the youth’s developmental
needs and the family’s expectations when conducting the manualized treatment. Given
the high percentage of Hispanic families in the sample, the family conditions were
delivered in a bilingual format for non-English speaking parents. ICBT was delivered in
English given that the majority of the youth spoke English.
All three treatment conditions included: 1) in-vivo exposures to the youth’s
fearful situations and 2) training the youth to use cognitive and behavioral strategies to
lessen and/or eliminate the fear. The treatment conditions involving the parent (RLST
and RFST) differed in the parenting skills taught. RLST taught parental reinforcement
skills (i.e., increasing parental use of positive reinforcement and decreasing negative
reinforcement); RFST taught parental relationship skills (i.e., increasing autonomy
granting and increasing parental acceptance of the youth). All treatment conditions
consisted of twelve to fourteen sessions. Treatment sessions for all three conditions were
60 to 80 minutes in length.
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Below is a summary of the core principals in each of the three treatment conditions.
ICBT. Session 1. Introduction and discussion of presenting problems.
Presentation of treatment rationale and goals and the importance of exposure and
behavioral and cognitive strategies. Explain out-of-session activities (Show That I Can;
STIC jobs). Session 2. Review treatment rationale and goals. Explain how the youth will
be asked to take “small steps” in the program in terms of exposure tasks and construct
anxiety hierarchy. Work with youth to devise a hierarchy. Ask youth to continue to work
on hierarchy out of session. Session 3. Finalize hierarchy. Assign first STIC task
(approach in low anxiety situation). Session 4. Review STIC task. Conduct in-session
exposure. Provide modeling, feedback, and praise. Assign STIC task: approach or expose
oneself to next anxiety situation on hierarchy. Session 5. Review STIC task. Introduce
cognitive component. Identify faulty cognitions, generate incompatible self-statements,
explore alternatives, etc. Conduct in-session exposure. Assign STIC task: approach or
expose oneself to next anxiety situation on hierarchy. Session 6. Review STIC task.
Practice cognitive strategies during in-session exposure. Provide feedback and
suggestions. Session 7. Review STIC task. Review cognitive components and continue
practice in generating incompatible self-statements, exploring alternatives, etc. Assign
next STIC task. Session 8. Review STIC task. Present 4-Step coping plan ("STOP"). For
STIC task: Practice using STOP during exposure. Assign next STIC task. Session 9.
Review STIC task. Conduct in-session exposure using STOP. Address difficulties in
implementation of cognitive strategies. For STIC task: Practice using STOP during
exposure. Session 10. Review STIC task. Conduct in-session exposure. Continue practice
in using STOP during exposure. Session 11. Review and present relapse prevention. For
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STIC task: Practice STOP. Session 12-14. Review progress, relapse prevention,
termination.
RLST. Session 1. Introduction and discussion of presenting problems.
Presentation of treatment rationale and goals and the importance of exposure and
behavioral and cognitive strategies. Emphasis is placed on working with anxious youth
and their parents. Present rationale for training parents in parental relationship skills,
particularly that parents will learn to use autonomy granting of their youth’s behaviors
coupled with decreased intrusions in their youth’s behaviors, as well as the importance of
parent acceptance of youth. Explain how these parental behaviors have been found to be
related to youth’s sense of mastery and confidence. Explain out-of-session activities
(Show That I Can; STIC jobs). Session 2. Review treatment rationale and goals. Explain
how the youth will be asked to take “small steps” in the program in terms of exposure
tasks and how the parent should assist the youth in constructing anxiety hierarchy. Ask
parent to work on hierarchy with youth out of session. Session 3. Explain importance of
parent-youth relationships in anxiety problems, and how parental granting of autonomy
and parent acceptance have been found to be particular issues of concern for families
with youth with anxiety and that these behaviors impact negatively on the parent-youth
relationship. Indicate that these are the key parenting skills that will be focused on in
treatment. Finalize hierarchy and help parents in identifying positive qualities of the
youth. Also begin to elicit problem areas (e.g., youth doing chores, youth not doing
homework). Assign first STIC task--approach in low anxiety situation. Session 4. Review
STIC task. Conduct in-session exposure with youth and have parent provide feedback,
and encouragement; point out any observed parental intrusiveness. Continue discussions
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regarding parental autonomy granting and acceptance. Begin training in problem solving
skills and emphasize alternative behaviors that involve parent autonomy granting (and
not being overly intrusive) and using these skills when faced with conflicts with youth.
Create a list of the “conflict” situations and determine how parents can balance the need
to “be the parent” while still granting youth autonomy. Assign a parent-youth problem
solving session as an out of session task in which parent practices the autonomy granting
skills discussed in session; also assign youth next STIC task. Session 5. Review STIC
task. Conduct in-session exposure and have parents provide feedback and
encouragement; point out any observed parental intrusiveness. Explain to parents how
cognitive components were introduced to the youth in youth session. Explain how youth
was taught to identify faulty cognitions, generate incompatible self-statements, explore
alternatives, etc. Continue practice in problem solving skills, focusing on conflict or
problem areas between parent and youth and generating agreeable alternatives and
compromising. Ask parent and youth to select problem or conflict area to be targeted as
STIC. Practice in session using role-playing, rehearsal, feedback, etc. For STIC task:
Arrange time during week when parent and youth will practice problem solving skill.
Also assign youth exposure task. Session 6. Review STIC task. Conduct in-session
exposure and have parent provide feedback and encouragement; point out any observed
parental intrusiveness. Begin training in communication skills training using role-playing,
etc. Focus particularly on parents’ use of reflective listening of youth’s needs and not
interrupting the youth. For STIC task: Arrange time during week when parent and youth
will work on resolving targeted problem area using new communication skills. Also
assign youth exposure task. Session 7. Review STIC task. Explain to parents how youth
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reviewed cognitive components and continued practice in generating incompatible selfstatements, exploring alternatives, etc. Continue discussing with parents issues and
difficulties involved in using communication skills and problem solving skills especially
within the context of increasing parental autonomy granting and parental acceptance of
youth. For STIC task: Arrange time during week when parent and youth will work on
resolving targeted problem area using new skills. Also assign youth exposure task.
Session 8. Review STIC task. Explain to parents how youth was presented with the 4Step coping plan ("STOP"). Continue practice in using communication and problemsolving skills that focuses on parental acceptance, and how parents can still maintain the
role of parent while still granting youth autonomy and not being overly intrusive. For
STIC task: Practice using STOP during exposure. Arrange time during week when parent
and youth will work on resolving targeted problem area using new skills. Session 9.
Review STIC task. Conduct in-session exposure using STOP and having parent show
support and encouragement. Have parent and youth talk about the experience
highlighting positive and negative aspects. Problem solve any difficulties in
implementation of various strategies. For STIC task: Practice using STOP during
exposure. Have parent and youth have a discussion about the exposure experience using
communication skills, focusing on parent role in allowing the youth to experience the
exposure. Session 10. Review STIC task. Conduct in-session exposure and having parent
show support and encouragement. Problem solve any difficulties in implementation of
various strategies. For STIC task: Practice using STOP during exposure. Have parent and
youth have a discussion about the exposure experience using communication skills or
problem solving, if necessary. Session 11. Review and present relapse prevention. For
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STIC task: Practice using STOP during exposure. Have parent and youth have a
discussion about the exposure experience using communication skills or problem solving,
if necessary. Session 12-14. Review progress, relapse prevention and termination.
RFST. Session 1. Introduction and discussion of presenting problems.
Presentation of treatment rationale and goals and the importance of exposure and
behavioral and cognitive strategies. Emphasis is placed on working with anxious youth
and parents. Present rationale for training parents in parental reinforcement skills,
particularly that parents will learn how to use positive reinforcement contingent on youth
exposure to anxious situations and will learn how not to allow for negative reinforcement
by discouraging youth avoidance (because avoidant behavior functions as a negative
reinforcement because youth can escape his/her anxious feelings). Explain out-of-session
activities (Show That I Can; STIC jobs). Session 2. Review treatment rationale and goals.
Explain how the youth will be asked to take “small steps” in the program in terms of
exposure tasks and how the parent should assist the youth in constructing anxiety
hierarchy. Ask parent to work on hierarchy with youth out of session. Session 3. Explain
importance of parental support and reinforcement. Present behavioral principles to
families, including positive and negative reinforcement, extinction and punishment.
Explain how the program emphasizes reinforcement and extinction. Finalize hierarchy
and devise list of rewards, tangible and nontangible. Assign first STIC task--approach in
low anxiety situation, and provide youth with reward as a consequence. Session 4.
Review STIC task. Conduct in-session exposure with youth and have parent provide
modeling, feedback, and praise. Continue discussions regarding parental positive
reinforcement of youth approach and not allowing avoidance behavior by explaining the
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“Protection Trap.” Emphasize importance of consistency and following through. Provide
rationale for contingency management and begin training in contingency contracting.
Devise first contract between parent and youth for next STIC task - approach in anxiety
situation and provide contingent reward. Session 5. Review STIC task. Conduct insession exposure. Explain to parents how cognitive components were introduced to the
youth in youth session. Explain how youth was taught to identify faulty cognitions,
generate incompatible self-statements, explore alternatives, etc. Conduct in-session
exposure and have parent provide feedback and reinforcement. Devise contract approach
in anxiety situation and provide contingent reward. Session 6. Review STIC task. Have
parent provide feedback to youth while youth practices using cognitive strategies during
in-session exposure. Devise next contract between parent and youth for next STIC task –
approach in anxiety situation and provide contingent reward. Session 7. Review STIC
task. Explain to parents how youth reviewed cognitive components and continued
practice in generating incompatible self-statements, exploring alternatives, etc. Continue
discussing with parents issues and difficulties involved in appropriate use of contingency
management. Devise contract between parent and youth for next STIC task. Session 8.
Review STIC task. Explain to parents how youth was presented with the 4-Step coping
plan ("STOP"). Explain that this week is last out of session exposure task where parent
delivers a reward contingent on youth completion of STIC. From hereon, youth will self
reward or Praise using STOP. Devise next contract between parent and youth for next
STIC task –- approach in anxiety situation and provide last contingent reward. Session 9.
Review STIC task. Conduct in-session exposure using STOP and having parent provide
praise for youth’s use of STOP. Address difficulties in implementation of various
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strategies, particularly the fading of parental reward to youth self reward. Devise contract
between parent and youth for next STIC task in which youth engages in an exposure
using STOP, without parental delivery of youth external reward but with parental praise
only for youth use of STOP. Session 10. Review STIC task. Conduct in-session exposure
using STOP and having parent providing positive feedback for use of STOP. Devise
contract between parent and youth for next STIC task in which youth engages in an
exposure using STOP, without parental delivery of youth reward but with parental praise
only for youth use of STOP. Session 11. Review and present relapse prevention. Write
last parent-youth contract. For STIC task: Practice STOP during an exposure. Session 1214. Review progress, relapse prevention and termination.
Therapists. The therapists who treated the majority of the cases were doctoral students
in psychology. All therapists received clinical training in the proper administration of the
treatment conditions under the supervision of Drs. Silverman or Pettit. As recommended by
Kazdin (1994), therapists were crossed between treatment conditions, allowing the investigator
to analyze if change is due to treatment variance as opposed to therapist variance. The training
of the therapists included the following: 1) familiarization of treatment protocols, 2)
understanding of the overlap between treatment conditions but also the fundamental
distinctions among treatment conditions, 3) extensive role-playing and open discussions of
treatment components. Along with the training, weekly supervision meetings were held to
process sessions completed and prepare for upcoming sessions.
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CHAPTER IV.
RESULTS
Preliminary Analyses
Outlier analyses were undertaken prior to all major analyses. The analyses were
both non-model based and model based. For the former, multivariate outliers were
identified by examining leverage indices for each individual and defining an outlier as a
leverage score four times greater than the mean leverage. There were no outliers found in
the data using this approach.
An additional set of outlier analyses were pursued using model-based outlier
analysis. This involved randomly selecting an indicator for each variable and then
regressing the indicator for each endogenous variable onto an indicator for variables of
which the endogenous variable is assumed to be a linear function. This analysis uses
ordinary least squares (OLS) regression in a limited information estimation framework.
Standardized dfbetas were examined for each individual and each predictor as well as the
intercept. An outlier is defined as anyone with an absolute standardized dfbeta larger than
1.0. There were no outliers found in the data using this approach.
Regarding normality, univariate indices of skewness and kurtosis were evaluated
to determine if the absolute value of any of these indices was greater than 2.0. Nonnormality was evident in several of the variables. To account for the non-normality
present in the data, structural equation modeling (SEM) analyses were pursued in MPlus
Version 6.0 (Muthén & Muthén, 2011) by using an estimator (MLR) robust to violations
of normality based on the Huber-White algorithm.
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Missing data was minimal, not exceeding more than 10% of the cases for any
given variable. Missing data bias was assessed by computing a dummy variable reflecting
the presence or absence of missing data for each variable in the model and then this
dummy variable will be correlated with all other variables in the model as well as an
array of demographic variables. No theoretically meaningful or significant bias in the
missing data was observed in any instance Given the absence of significant bias in the
missing data coupled with minimal univariate missing data, missing data was
accommodated by employing full information maximum likelihood (FIML) missing data
methodology (Enders, 2010) on Mplus Version 6.0.
To examine treatment outcome and specificity, the data were analyzed using
analysis of variance within an SEM framework using Mplus Version 6.0. Mediation was
analyzed via SEM using Mplus. Results for treatment outcome, treatment specificity, and
mediation are presented below.
Treatment Outcome
Treatment outcome or change in reduction of anxiety from pre to post treatment
was evaluated using two approaches: clinically significant change and analyses of
variance within a SEM framework on Mplus Version 6.0. The correlation between the
parents’ ratings of youth anxiety and the youths’ self-ratings of anxiety were statistically
significant (i.e., 0.25 at the pretest and 0.31 at the immediate posttest), but modest in
magnitude. These generally modest correlations are typical of past research (Achenbach,
McConaughy, & Howell, 1987). As a result, the parent and youth ratings on the
respective versions of the RCMAS were treated as separate primary outcome measures.
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Clinically significant change. Clinically significant change was reported for all
treated children across all three treatment conditions, as well as for each treatment
condition separately. Youth who received IBCT, youth who received RLST, and youth
who received RFST were compared along each of the three clinically significant change
indices using a series of logistic regressions via SEM on Mplus Version 6.0. Clinically
significant change was evaluated using three methods: 1) diagnostic recovery rates or
percent of children no longer meeting diagnostic criteria for their primary/treated
diagnosis, 2) percent of children no longer in the clinical range according to the C-GAS
using a minimum criterion score of less than 67, and 3) percent of children no longer in
the clinical range according to the CBCL-I subscale, as well as percent of children no
longer in the clinical range according to the CBCL-A/D subscale, using a minimum
criterion T score above 70 for both subscales (adjusted according to age norms).
In terms of diagnostic recovery rates, 77.9% of youth across the three conditions
did not have their primary diagnosis present at post treatment, derived using the ADIS:
C/P. For participants in ICBT, 76.1% of youth did not have their primary diagnosis
present at post treatment. For participants in RFST, 82.3% of youth did not have their
primary diagnosis present at post treatment. For participants in RLST, 85.7% of youth did
not have their primary diagnosis present at post treatment. There were no significant
differences on diagnostic recovery rates between treatment conditions (ICBT versus
RLST: Z = -1.49, p > 05; ICBT versus RFST: z = -1.05, p > 05; RLST versus RFST: z =
0.56, p > 05).
In terms of the C-GAS scores at post treatment, 63.6% of youth across the three
conditions were no longer in the clinical range. For participants in ICBT, 60.9% of youth
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were no longer in the clinical range at post treatment. For participants in RFST, 67.7% of
youth were no longer in the clinical range at post treatment. For participants in RLST,
71.4% of youth were no longer in the clinical range at post treatment. There were no
significant differences between treatment conditions on likelihood of being in the nonclinical range according to the C-GAS at post treatment (ICBT versus RLST: Z = -1.22, p
> 05; ICBT versus RFST: z = -1.11, p > 05; RLST versus RFST: z = 0.25, p > 05).
In terms of CBCL-I scores at post treatment, 87.4% of youth across the three
conditions were no longer in the clinical range. For participants in ICBT, 87.5% of youth
were no longer in the clinical range at post treatment. For participants in RFST, 86.6% of
youth were no longer in the clinical range at post treatment. For participants in RLST,
88.3% of youth were no longer in the clinical range at post treatment. There were no
significant differences between ICBT and RFST nor between RLST and RFST on
likelihood of being in the non-clinical range according to CBCL-I scores at post
treatment (ICBT versus RFST: z = -.25, p > 05; RLST versus RFST: z = 1.75, p > 05).
Only the comparison between ICBT and RLST was statistically significant (ICBT versus
RLST: Z = -1.98, p < .05) but the difference did not remain statistically significant after
using a Holm modified Bonferroni correction for the multiple contrasts.
In terms of CBCL-A/D scores at post treatment, 85.8% of youth across the three
conditions were no longer in the clinical range. For participants in ICBT, 83.3% of youth
were no longer in the clinical range at post treatment. For participants in RFST, 89.7% of
youth were no longer in the clinical range at post treatment. For participants in RLST,
83.3% of youth were no longer in the clinical range at post treatment. There were no
significant differences between ICBT and RLST nor between RLST versus RFST on
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likelihood of being in the non-clinical range according to CBCL-A/D scores at post
treatment (ICBT versus RLST: Z = -1.13, p > 05; RLST versus RFST: z = -0.72, p > 05).
Only the comparison between ICBT and RFST was statistically significant (ICBT versus
RFST: z = -2.10, p < 05) but the difference did not remain statistically significant after
using a Holm modified Bonferroni correction for the multiple contrasts.
Youth ratings. The SEM equivalent of 2x3 between-within analyses of variance
were conducted on the youth completed measures, the RCMAS and MASC respectively,
using the type of treatment intervention (ICBT, RLST, RFST) as a between-subjects
factor and time (pre and post) representing a within-subjects factor.
In terms of the youth completed RCMAS, both main effects of time and treatment
intervention as well as the interaction effect were statistically significant. Table 2
presents the cell means and standard deviations for the youth completed RCMAS. Table
3 presents the relevant single degree of freedom contrasts and their associated statistics.
The contrasts used non-pooled error terms for the contrasts involving repeated measures
(across time) but pooled terms for the contrasts across the between-subjects factor (across
groups within time).
The first row of Table 3 presents the single degree of freedom contrasts for the
main effect of time collapsing across treatment intervention. The mean difference for the
main effect of time collapsing across treatment condition was 4.70 with average scores at
post showing a significant decrease in youth self-ratings of anxiety relative to average
scores at pre. Rows 2, 3, and 4 present the comparison for treatment intervention
collapsing across time. Tests of these comparisons were performed both with and without
experiment-wise controls across the three contrasts (using the Holm modified Bonferroni
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method). Only the comparison between ICBT and RFST was statistically significant but
the difference did not remain statistically significant after using a Holm modified
Bonferroni correction for the multiple contrasts.
To determine if this time difference (i.e., pre to post reductions in RCMAS
scores) occurred at each treatment intervention, simple main effects (SME) contrasts
were performed. Rows 5, 6, and 7 of Table 3 present statistics for these contrasts. The
time difference was statistically significant for all three treatment interventions, with post
scores showing a decrease relative to pre treatment scores on the youth completed
RCMAS.
To formally test if the time difference was statistically significantly stronger for
one intervention group than another, three single degree of freedom interaction contrasts
were evaluated. These are reported in rows 8, 9 and 10. The first contrast compared the
time difference at ICBT versus RLST. The second contrast compared the time difference
at ICBT versus RFST. The third contrast compared the time difference at RLST versus
RFST. After using the Holm Bonferroni procedures, only the contrast comparing the time
difference at ICBT versus RLST was statistically significant. The time difference from
pre to post for ICBT (3.35) was significantly lower than the time difference from pre to
post for RLST (6.56).
In terms of the MASC, both main effects of time and the interaction effect were
statistically significant. Table 4 presents the cell means and standard deviations for the
youth completed MASC. Table 5 presents the relevant single degree of freedom contrasts
and their associated statistics. The contrasts used non-pooled error terms for the contrasts
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involving repeated measures (across time) but pooled terms for the contrasts across the
between-subjects factor (across groups within time).
The first row of Table 5 presents the single degree of freedom contrasts for the
main effect of time collapsing across treatment intervention. The mean difference for the
main effect of time collapsing across treatment condition was 11.18, with average scores
at post showing a significant decrease in youth self-ratings of anxiety relative to average
scores at pre. Rows 2, 3, and 4 of Table 5 present the comparison for treatment
intervention collapsing across time. Tests of these comparisons were performed both with
and without experiment-wise controls across the three contrasts (using the Holm
modified Bonferroni method). None of the comparisons were statistically significant.
To determine if this time difference (i.e., pre to post reductions in MASC scores)
occurred at each treatment intervention, simple main effects (SME) contrasts were
performed. Rows 5, 6, and 7 of Table 5 present statistics for these contrasts. The time
difference was statistically significant for all three treatment interventions, with post
scores showing a decrease relative to pre treatment scores on the youth completed
MASC.
To formally test if the time difference was statistically significantly stronger for
one intervention group than another, three single degree of freedom interaction contrasts
were evaluated. These are reported in rows 8, 9 and 10. The first contrast compared the
time difference at ICBT versus RLST. The second contrast compared the time difference
at ICBT versus RFST. The third contrast compared the time difference at RLST versus
RFST. Both the first and third contrasts were statistically significant. The time difference
from pre to post for ICBT (6.84) was significantly lower than the time difference from
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pre to post for RLST (18.34). The time difference from pre to post for RFST (10.28) was
statistically lower than the time difference from pre to post for RLST (18.34).
Parent ratings. The SEM equivalent of 2x3 between-within analyses of variance
were conducted on the parent completed RCMAS, using the type of treatment
intervention (ICBT, RLST, RFST) as a between-subjects factor and time (pre and post)
representing a within-subjects factor. The main effect of time was statistically significant.
Table 6 presents the cell means and standard deviations for the parent completed
RCMAS. Table 7 presents the relevant single degree of freedom contrasts and their
associated statistics. The contrasts used non-pooled error terms for the contrasts involving
repeated measures (across time) but pooled terms for the contrasts across the betweensubjects factor (across groups within time).
The first row of Table 7 presents the single degree of freedom contrasts for the
main effect of time collapsing across treatment intervention. The mean difference for the
main effect of time collapsing across treatment condition was 4.81, with average scores at
post showing a significant decrease in parent ratings of anxiety relative to average scores
at pre. Rows 2, 3, and 4 of Table 7 present the comparison for treatment intervention
collapsing across time. Tests of these comparisons were performed both with and without
experiment-wise controls across the three contrasts (using the Holm modified Bonferroni
method). None of the comparisons were statistically significant.
To determine if this time difference (i.e., pre to post reductions in RCMAS-P
scores) occurred at each treatment intervention, simple main effects (SME) contrasts
were performed. Rows 5, 6, and 7 of Table 7 present statistics for these contrasts. The
time difference was statistically significant for all three treatment interventions, with post
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scores showing a decrease relative to pre treatment scores in parent ratings of child
anxiety.
To formally test if the time difference was statistically significantly stronger for
one intervention group than another, three single degree of freedom interaction contrasts
were evaluated. These are reported in rows 8, 9 and 10. The first contrast compared the
time difference at ICBT versus RLST. The second contrast compared the time difference
at ICBT versus RFST. The third contrast compared the time difference at RLST versus
RFST. None of the contrasts were statistically significant.
Treatment Specificity
Youth ratings. The SEM equivalent of 2x3 between-within analyses of variance
were conducted on the youth completed measures using the mediator (CDQ-C-PR, CDQC-NR, CRPBI-A, CRPBI-PC) as a between-subjects factor and time (pre and post)
representing a within-subjects factor. Table 12 presents the cell means and standard
deviations for the youth completed measures of mediators.
In terms of the youth completed CDQ-C-PR and CDQ-C-NR, main effects of
time were statistically significant for both subscales. Table 8 presents the relevant single
degree of freedom contrasts and their associated statistics. The contrasts used non-pooled
error terms for the contrasts involving repeated measures (across time) but pooled terms
for the contrasts across the between-subjects factor (across groups within time).
The first row for CDQ-C-PR and CDQ-C-NR of Table 8 present the single degree
of freedom contrasts for the main effect of time collapsing across treatment intervention.
The mean difference for the main effect of time collapsing across treatment condition for
CDQ-C-PR was -5.34 with average scores at post showing a significant increase in youth
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ratings of parental positive reinforcement scores relative to pre. The mean difference for
the main effect of time collapsing across treatment condition for CDQ-C-NR was 2.52
with average scores at post showing a significant decrease in youth ratings of parental
negative reinforcement scores relative to pre. Rows 2, 3, and 4 for CDQ-C-PR and CDQC-NR present the comparison for treatment intervention collapsing across time. Tests of
these comparisons were performed both with and without experiment-wise controls
across the three contrasts (using the Holm modified Bonferroni method). None of the
comparisons were statistically significant for either subscale.
To determine if this time difference occurred at each treatment intervention,
simple main effects (SME) contrasts were performed. Rows 5, 6, and 7 for CDQ-C-PR
and CDQ-C-NR of Table 8 present statistics for these contrasts. The time difference for
CDQ-C-PR was statistically significant for ICBT and RFST, with post scores showing an
increase relative to pre treatment scores in youth ratings of parental positive
reinforcement in both treatment interventions. The time difference for CDQ-C-NR was
statistically significantly only for RFST, with post scores showing a decrease relative to
pre treatment scores in youth ratings of parental negative reinforcement.
To formally test if the time difference was statistically significantly stronger for
one intervention group than another, three single degree of freedom interaction contrasts
were evaluated. These are reported in rows 8, 9 and 10 for CDQ-C-PR and CDQ-C-NR.
The first contrast compared the time difference at ICBT versus RLST. The second
contrast compared the time difference at ICBT versus RFST. The third contrast compared
the time difference at RLST versus RFST. None of the contrasts were statistically
significant for either subscale.
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In terms of the youth completed CRPBI-A and CRPBI-PC, treatment intervention
was statistically significant for both subscales. The main effects of time were statistically
significant only for CRPBI-PC. Table 9 presents the relevant single degree of freedom
contrasts and their associated statistics. The contrasts used non-pooled error terms for the
contrasts involving repeated measures (across time) but pooled terms for the contrasts
across the between-subjects factor (across groups within time).
The first row for CRPBI-A and CRPBI-PC of Table 9 present the single degree of
freedom contrasts for the main effect of time collapsing across treatment intervention.
The mean difference for the main effect of time collapsing across treatment condition for
CRPBI-A was 0.11 with average scores at post showing a decrease in youth ratings of
parental acceptance scores relative to pre; this difference was not statistically significant.
The mean difference for the main effect of time collapsing across treatment condition for
CRPBI-PC was 1.63 with average scores at post showing a significant decrease in youth
ratings of parental psychological control scores relative to pre. Rows 2, 3, and 4 for
CRPBI-A and CRPBI-PC present the comparison for treatment intervention collapsing
across time. Tests of these comparisons were performed both with and without
experiment-wise controls across the three contrasts (using the Holm modified Bonferroni
method). For CRPBI-A, only the comparison between ICBT and RLST was statistically
significant, such that CRPBI-A scores were higher for RLST than ICBT. For CRPBI-PC,
only the comparison between ICBT and RFST was statistically significant but the
difference did not remain statistically significant after using a Holm modified Bonferroni
correction for the multiple contrasts.
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To determine if this time difference occurred at each treatment intervention,
simple main effects (SME) contrasts were performed. Rows 5, 6, and 7 for CRPBI-A and
CRPBI-PC of Table 9 present statistics for these contrasts. The time difference for
CRPBI-A was not statistically significant for any of the three treatment interventions.
The time difference for CRPBI-PC was statistically significantly for all three treatment
interventions, with post scores showing a decrease relative to pre treatment scores in
youth ratings of parental acceptance in all treatment interventions.
To formally test if the time difference was statistically significantly stronger for
one intervention group than another, three single degree of freedom interaction contrasts
were evaluated. These are reported in rows 8, 9 and 10 for CRPBI-A and CRPBI-PC. The
first contrast compared the time difference at ICBT versus RLST. The second contrast
compared the time difference at ICBT versus RFST. The third contrast compared the time
difference at RLST versus RFST. None of the contrasts were statistically significant for
either subscale.
Parent ratings. The SEM equivalent of 2x3 between-within analyses of variance
were conducted on the parent completed measures using the mediator (CDQ-PR, CDQNR, PRPBI-A, PRPBI-PC as a between-subjects factor and time (pre and post)
representing a within-subjects factor. Table 13 present the cell means and standard
deviations for the parent completed measures of mediators.
In terms of the parent completed CDQ-PR and CDQ-NR, both main effects of
time and the interaction effect were statistically significant for subscales. The treatment
intervention was statistically significant only for CDQ-PR. Table 10 presents the relevant
single degree of freedom contrasts and their associated statistics. The contrasts used non-
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pooled error terms for the contrasts involving repeated measures (across time) but pooled
terms for the contrasts across the between-subjects factor (across groups within time).
The first row for CDQ-PR and CDQ-NR of Table 10 present the single degree of
freedom contrasts for the main effect of time collapsing across treatment intervention.
The mean difference for the main effect of time collapsing across treatment condition for
CDQ-PR was -10.87 with average scores at post showing a significant increase in youth
ratings of parental positive reinforcement scores relative to pre. The mean difference for
the main effect of time collapsing across treatment condition for CDQ-NR was 4.29 with
average scores at post showing a significant decrease in youth ratings of parental negative
reinforcement scores relative to pre. Rows 2, 3, and 4 for CDQ-PR and CDQ-NR present
the comparison for treatment intervention collapsing across time. Tests of these
comparisons were performed both with and without experiment-wise controls across the
three contrasts (using the Holm modified Bonferroni method). For CDQ-PR, only the
comparison between ICBT and RFST was statistically significant, such that CDQ-PR
scores were higher for RLST than ICBT. For CDQ-NR, none of the comparisons were
statistically significant.
To determine if this time difference occurred at each treatment intervention,
simple main effects (SME) contrasts were performed. Rows 5, 6, and 7 for CDQ-PR and
CDQ-NR of Table 10 present statistics for these contrasts. The time difference for CDQPR was statistically significant for all three treatment interventions, with post scores
showing a decrease relative to pre treatment scores in parent ratings of parental positive
reinforcement. The time difference for CDQ-NR was also statistically significantly for all
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three treatment conditions, with post scores showing an increase relative to pre treatment
scores in parent ratings of parental negative reinforcement.
To formally test if the time difference was statistically significantly stronger for
one intervention group than another, three single degree of freedom interaction contrasts
were evaluated. These are reported in rows 8, 9 and 10 for CDQ-PR and CDQ-NR. The
first contrast compared the time difference at ICBT versus RLST. The second contrast
compared the time difference at ICBT versus RFST. The third contrast compared the time
difference at RLST versus RFST. For CDQ-PR, the time difference from pre to post for
ICBT (-8.06) was significantly lower than the time difference from pre to post for RFST
(-16.18). The time difference from pre to post for RLST (-7.35) was statistically lower
than the time difference from pre to post for RFST (-16.18). For CDQ-NR, the time
difference from pre to post for ICBT (3.36) was significantly lower than the time
difference from pre to post for RFST (5.80). The time difference from pre to post for
RLST (3.29) was statistically lower than the time difference from pre to post for RFST
(5.80) but the difference did not remain statistically significant after using a Holm
modified Bonferroni correction for the multiple contrasts.
In terms of the parent completed PRPBI-A and PRPBI-PC, main effects of time
were statistically significant for subscales. The treatment intervention was statistically
significant only for PRPBI-A. Table 11 presents the relevant single degree of freedom
contrasts and their associated statistics. The contrasts used non-pooled error terms for the
contrasts involving repeated measures (across time) but pooled terms for the contrasts
across the between-subjects factor (across groups within time).
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The first row for PRPBI-A and PRPBI-PC of Table 11 present the single degree
of freedom contrasts for the main effect of time collapsing across treatment intervention.
The mean difference for the main effect of time collapsing across treatment condition for
PRPBI-A was -0.46 with average scores at post showing a significant increase in youth
ratings of parental acceptance scores relative to pre. The mean difference for the main
effect of time collapsing across treatment condition for PRPBI-PC was 0.49 with average
scores at post showing a significant decrease in youth ratings of parental psychological
control scores relative to pre. Rows 2, 3, and 4 for PRPBI-A and PRPBI-PC present the
comparison for treatment intervention collapsing across time. Tests of these comparisons
were performed both with and without experiment-wise controls across the three
contrasts (using the Holm modified Bonferroni method). None of the comparisons were
statistically significant for either subscale.
To determine if this time difference occurred at each treatment intervention,
simple main effects (SME) contrasts were performed. Rows 5, 6, and 7 for PRPBI-A and
PRPBI-PC of Table 11 present statistics for these contrasts. The time difference for
PRPBI-A was statistically significant for RLST and RFST, with post scores showing an
increase relative to pre treatment scores in parent ratings of parental acceptance. The time
difference for PRPBI-PC was also statistically significantly for RLST and RFST, with
post scores showing a decrease relative to pre treatment scores in parent ratings of
parental psychological control.
To formally test if the time difference was statistically significantly stronger for
one intervention group than another, three single degree of freedom interaction contrasts
were evaluated. These are reported in rows 8, 9 and 10 for PRPBI-A and PRPBI-PC. The
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first contrast compared the time difference at ICBT versus RLST. The second contrast
compared the time difference at ICBT versus RFST. The third contrast compared the time
difference at RLST versus RFST. For PRPBI-A, the time difference from pre to post for
ICBT (0.11) was significantly lower than the time difference from pre to post for RFST (0.98). For PRPBI-PC, none of the comparisons were statistically significant.
Treatment Mediation Analyses
The conceptual models depicted in Figures 1, 2, 3, and 4 were analyzed via SEM
using MPlus Version 6. 0. The scores of the pre treatment measures were used as
covariates for the analysis of group differences (ICBT versus RLST, ICBT versus RFST,
and RLST versus RFST) in post treatment means (Rausch, Maxwell, & Kelley, 2003).
Two dummy variables with two values (D, scored 1 or 0) for the three treatment
conditions (ICBT, RLST, RFST) were defined and assumed to impact the outcome (i.e.,
youth anxiety) at the post treatment. Youth age, sex, and ethnicity were entered as
covariates in the models that included mediator or outcome variables that showed
statistically significant differences in scores across these covariates. Paths were included
from age, sex, and ethnicity to all endogenous variables that showed differences in scores
across these covariates. Figures 1, 2, 3, and 4 exclude the covariates as well as the
correlations between exogenous variables to avoid clutter, but these were included in all
model tests. Separate analyses were conducted for youth self-ratings of anxiety and the
parent ratings of youth anxiety and for each of the hypothesized mediators (i.e., CDQ/CDQ-C-PR, CDQ-/CDQ-C-NR, CRPBI-/PRPBI-PC, CRPBI-PRPBI-PC).
Following recommendations of Bollen and Long (1993), a variety of global fit
indices were used, including indices of absolute fit, indices of relative fit and indices of
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fit with a penalty function for lack of parsimony. These include the traditional overall chi
square test of model fit (which should be statistically non-significant), the Root Mean
Square Error of Approximation (RMSEA; which should be less than 0.08 to declare
satisfactory fit), the Comparative Fit Index (CFI; which should be greater than 0.95); and
the standardized root mean square residual (SRMR; which should be less than 0.05).
With respect to treatment mediation effects, the joint significance test was used to
examine these effects as recommended by MacKinnon, Lockwood, Hoffman, West, and
Sheets (2002) and as such, the paths of interest in Figures 1, 2, 3, and 4 are a and b. Path
a represents the differential effects of treatment on the mediator (CDQ-/CDQ-C-PR,
CDQ-/CDQ-C-NR, CRPBI-/PRPBI-PC, CRPBI-PRPBI-PC); path b represents the effect
of the mediator on youth anxiety (RCMAS, RCMAS-P, MASC). In accordance with the
recommendations of MacKinnon et al., paths a and b need to be statistically significant to
conclude that mediation is present to some extent.
Youth ratings. CDQ-C-PR and RCMAS. Figures 5a and 5b represent the models
that tested parental positive reinforcement (CDQ-C-PR) as a mediator of treatment
outcome as measured by the RCMAS. The models yielded a good fit to the data. The
overall chi square test of model fit was not statistically significant (χ2 (2) = 0.67, p > .05).
The CFI was 1.00. The RMSEA was 0.00. The SRMR was 0.01. More focused tests of fit
revealed no theoretically meaningful or sizeable modification indices. The standardized
residuals indicate the proportion of unexplained variance in the endogenous variables.
The variables in the models accounted for 32% of the variance in CDQ-C-PR scores and
30% of the variance in RCMAS scores.
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Figures 5a represents the model using ICBT as the reference group. Treatment
condition was a statistically significant predictor of self-reported youth anxiety at post
treatment. Post treatment RCMAS scores were significantly higher for ICBT than RLST
(B = -2.59, SE = 0.91, p < .01, 95% CI = -4.37 to -0.80) and RFST (B = -2.09, SE = 0.73,
p < .01, 95% CI = -3.52 to -0.65), holding age constant. Because treatment condition was
not a significant predictor of parental negative reinforcement at post treatment and
parental positive reinforcement was not a significant predictor of youth anxiety at post
treatment, there is no evidence that CDQ-C-PR mediates youth treatment response.
Figures 5b represents the model using RLST as the reference group. Treatment
condition was a statistically significant predictor of self-reported youth anxiety at post
treatment. Post treatment RCMAS scores were significantly lower for RLST than ICBT
(B = 2.59, SE = 0.91, p < .01, 95% CI = 0.80 to 4.37), holding age constant. Because
treatment condition was not a significant predictor of parental negative reinforcement at
post treatment and parental positive reinforcement was not a significant predictor of
youth anxiety at post treatment, there is no evidence that CDQ-C-PR mediated youth
treatment response.
CDQ-C-NR and RCMAS. Figures 6a and 6b represent the models that tested
parental negative reinforcement (CDQ-C-NR) as a mediator of treatment outcome as
measured by the RCMAS. The models yielded a good fit to the data. The overall chi
square test of model fit was not statistically significant (χ2 (2) = 4.79, p > .05). The CFI
was 0.98. The RMSEA was 0.07. The SRMR was 0.02. More focused tests of fit revealed
no theoretically meaningful or sizeable modification indices. The standardized residuals
indicate the proportion of unexplained variance in the endogenous variables. The
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variables in the models accounted for 25% of the variance in CDQ-C-NR scores and 31%
of the variance in RCMAS scores.
Figures 6a represents the model using ICBT as the reference group. Parental
negative reinforcement at post treatment was a statistically significant predictor of youth
anxiety at post treatment. Low CDQ-C-NR scores predicted low RCMAS scores (B =
0.09, SE = 0.03, p < .01, 95% CI = -0.03 to 0.16), holding age constant. Treatment
condition also was a statistically significant predictor of self-reported youth anxiety at
post treatment. Post treatment RCMAS scores were significantly higher for ICBT than
RLST (B = -2.45, SE = 0.92, p < .01, 95% CI = -4.81 to -0.65) and RFST (B = -1.92, SE
= 0.73, p < .01, 95% CI = -3.34 to -0.50), holding age constant. Because treatment
condition was not a significant predictor of parental negative reinforcement at post
treatment, there is no evidence that CDQ-C-NR mediated youth treatment response.
Figures 6b represents the model using RLST as the reference group. Parental
negative reinforcement at post treatment was a statistically significant predictor of youth
anxiety at post treatment. Low CDQ-C-NR scores predicted low RCMAS scores (B =
0.09, SE = 0.03, p < .01, 95% CI = 0.03 to 0.16), holding age constant. Treatment
condition also was a statistically significant predictor of self-reported youth anxiety at
post treatment. Post treatment RCMAS scores were significantly lower for RLST than
ICBT (B = 2.45, SE = .92, p < .01, 95% CI = 0.65 to 4.25), holding age constant. Because
treatment condition was not a significant predictor of parental negative reinforcement at
post treatment, there is no evidence that CDQ-C-NR mediated youth treatment response.
CRPBI-A and RCMAS. Figures 7a and 7b represent the models that tested
parental acceptance (CRPBI-A) as a mediator of treatment outcome as measured by the
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RCMAS. The models yielded a good fit to the data. The overall chi square test of model
fit was not statistically significant (χ2 (2) = 1.99, p > .05). The CFI was 1.00. The
RMSEA was 0.00. The SRMR was 0.02. More focused tests of fit revealed no
theoretically meaningful or sizeable modification indices. The standardized residuals
indicate the proportion of unexplained variance in the endogenous variables. The
variables in the models accounted for 26% of the variance in CRPBI-A scores and 31%
of the variance in RCMAS scores.
Figure 7a represents the model using ICBT as the reference group. Treatment
condition was a statistically significant predictor of self-reported youth anxiety at post
treatment. Post treatment RCMAS scores were significantly higher for ICBT than RLST
(B = -2.30, SE = 0.91, p < .05, 95% CI = -4.09 to -0.52) and RFST (B = -2.03, SE = 0.74,
p < .001, 95% CI = -3.48 to -0.58). Because treatment condition was not a significant
predictor of parental acceptance at post treatment and parental acceptance was not a
significant predictor of youth anxiety at post treatment, there is no evidence that CRPBIA mediated youth treatment response.
Figure 7b represents the model using RLST as the reference group. Treatment
condition was a statistically significant predictor of self-reported youth anxiety at post
treatment. Post treatment RCMAS scores were significantly lower for RLST than ICBT
(B = 2.30, SE = .91, p < .05, 95% CI = 0.52 to 4.09). Because treatment condition was not
a significant predictor of parental acceptance at post treatment and parental acceptance
was not a significant predictor of youth anxiety at post treatment, there is no evidence
that CRPBI-A mediated youth treatment response.
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CRPBI-PC and RCMAS. Figures 8a and 8b represent the models that tested
parental psychological control (CRPBI-PC) as a mediator of treatment outcome as
measured by the RCMAS. The models yielded a good fit to the data. The overall chi
square test of model fit was statistically significant (χ2 (2) = 6.22, p > .05). The CFI was
0.98. The RMSEA was 0.09. The SRMR was 0.02. More focused tests of fit revealed no
theoretically meaningful or sizeable modification indices. The standardized residuals
indicate the proportion of unexplained variance in the endogenous variables. The
variables in the models accounted for 37% of the variance in CRPBI-PC scores and 36%
of the variance in RCMAS scores.
Figure 8a represents the model using ICBT as the reference group. Parental
psychological control at post treatment was a statistically significant predictor of youth
anxiety at post treatment. Low CRPBI-PC scores predicted low RCMAS scores (B =
0.39, SE = 0.08, p < .001, 95% CI = 0.23 to 0.55), holding age constant. Because
treatment condition was not a significant predictor of parental psychological control at
post treatment, there is no evidence that CRPBI-PC mediated youth treatment response.
Figure 8b represents the model using RLST as the reference group. Parental
psychological control at post treatment was a statistically significant predictor of youth
anxiety at post treatment. Low CRPBI-PC scores predicted low RCMAS scores (B =
0.39, SE = 0.08, p < .001, 95% CI = 0.23 to 0.55), holding age constant. Because
treatment condition was not a significant predictor of parental psychological control at
post treatment, there is no evidence that CRPBI-PC mediated youth treatment response.
CDQ-C-PR and MASC. Figures 9a and 9b represent the models that tested
parental positive reinforcement (CDQ-C-PR) as a mediator of treatment outcome as
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measured by the MASC. The models yielded a good fit to the data. The overall chi square
test of model fit was not statistically significant (χ2 (2) = 1.11, p > .05). The CFI was
1.00. The RMSEA was 0.00. The SRMR was 0.01. More focused tests of fit revealed no
theoretically meaningful or sizeable modification indices. The standardized residuals
indicate the proportion of unexplained variance in the endogenous variables. The
variables in the models accounted for 32% of the variance in CDQ-C-PR scores and 23%
of the variance in MASC scores.
Figure 9a represents the model using ICBT as the reference group. Treatment
condition was a statistically significant predictor of self-reported youth anxiety at post
treatment. Post treatment MASC scores were significantly higher for ICBT than RLST (B
= -9.67, SE = 2.58, p < .001, 95% CI = -14.73 to -4.60), holding age constant. Because
treatment condition was not a significant predictor of parental positive reinforcement and
parental positive reinforcement was not a significant predictor of youth anxiety at post
treatment, there is no evidence that CDQ-C-PR mediated youth treatment response.
Figure 9b represents the model using RLST as the reference group. Treatment
condition was a statistically significant predictor of self-reported youth anxiety at post
treatment. Post treatment MASC scores were significantly lower for RLST than ICBT (B
= 9.67, SE = 2.58, p < .001, 95% CI = 4.60 to 14.73) and RFST (B = 6.15, SE = 2.46, p <
.05, 95% CI = 1.33 to 10.98), holding age constant. Because treatment condition was not
a significant predictor of parental positive reinforcement and parental positive
reinforcement was not a significant predictor of youth anxiety at post treatment, there is
no evidence that CDQ-C-PR mediated youth treatment response.
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CDQ-C-NR and MASC. Figures 10a and 10b represent the models that tested
parental negative reinforcement (CDQ-C-NR) as a mediator of treatment outcome as
measured by the MASC. The models yielded a good fit to the data. The overall chi square
test of model fit was not statistically significant (χ2 (2) = 6.73, p < .05). The CFI was
0.96. The RMSEA was 0.10. The SRMR was 0.02. More focused tests of fit revealed no
theoretically meaningful or sizeable modification indices. The standardized residuals
indicate the proportion of unexplained variance in the endogenous variables. The
variables in the models accounted for 25% of the variance in CDQ-C-NR scores and 25%
of the variance in MASC scores.
Figure 10a represents the model using ICBT as the reference group. Parental
negative reinforcement at post treatment was a statistically significant predictor of youth
anxiety at post treatment. Low CDQ-C-NR scores predicted low MASC scores (B = 0.36,
SE = 0.10, p < .001, 95% CI = 0.16 to 0.55), holding age constant. Treatment condition
also was a statistically significant predictor of self-reported youth anxiety at post
treatment. Post treatment MASC scores were significantly higher for ICBT than RLST (B
= -8.97, SE = 2.53, p < .001, 95% CI = -13.93 to -4.01), holding age constant. Because
treatment condition was not a significant predictor of parental negative reinforcement at
post treatment, there is no evidence that CDQ-C-NR mediated youth treatment response.
Figure 10b represents the model using RLST as the reference group. Parental
negative reinforcement at post treatment was a statistically significant predictor of youth
anxiety at post treatment. Low CDQ-C-NR scores predicted low MASC scores (B = 0.36,
SE = 0.10, p < .001, 95% CI = 0.11 to 0.37), holding age constant. Treatment condition
also was a statistically significant predictor of self-reported youth anxiety at post
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treatment. Post treatment MASC scores were significantly lower for RLST than ICBT (B
= 8.97, SE = 2.53, p < .001, 95% CI = 0.11 to 0.38) and RFST (B = 6.33, SE = 2.42, p <
.01, 95% CI = 0.05 to 0.30) and for holding age constant. Because treatment condition
was not a significant predictor of parental negative reinforcement at post treatment, there
is no evidence that CDQ-C-NR mediated youth treatment response.
CRPBI-A and MASC. Figures 11a and 11b represent the models that tested
parental acceptance (CRPBI-A) as a mediator of treatment outcome as measured by the
MASC. The models yielded a good fit to the data. The overall chi square test of model fit
was not statistically significant (χ2 (2) = 3.78, p > .05). The CFI was 0.98. The RMSEA
was 0.06. The SRMR was 0.02. More focused tests of fit revealed no theoretically
meaningful or sizeable modification indices. The standardized residuals indicate the
proportion of unexplained variance in the endogenous variables. The variables in the
models accounted for 25% of the variance in CRPBI-A scores and 19% of the variance in
MASC scores.
Figure 11a represents the model using ICBT as the reference group. Treatment
condition was a statistically significant predictor of self-reported youth anxiety at post
treatment. Post treatment MASC scores were significantly higher for ICBT than RLST (B
= -8.50, SE = 2.70, p < .01, 95% CI = -13.79 to -3.20). Because treatment condition was
not a significant predictor of parental acceptance and parental acceptance was not a
significant predictor of youth anxiety at post treatment, there is no evidence that CRPBIA mediated youth treatment response.
Figure 11b represents the model using RLST as the reference group. Treatment
condition was a statistically significant predictor of self-reported youth anxiety at post
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treatment. Post treatment MASC scores were significantly lower for RLST than ICBT (B
= 8.50, SE = 2.70, p < .01, 95% CI = 3.20 to 13.79). Because treatment condition was not
a significant predictor of parental acceptance and parental acceptance was not a
significant predictor of youth anxiety at post treatment, there is no evidence that CRPBIA mediated youth treatment response.
CRPBI-PC and MASC. Figures 12a and 12b represent the models that tested
parental acceptance (CRPBI-PC) as a mediator of treatment outcome as measured by the
MASC. The models yielded a good fit to the data. The overall chi square test of model fit
was not statistically significant (χ2 (2) = 0.79, p > .05). The CFI was 1.00. The RMSEA
was 0.00. The SRMR was 0.01. More focused tests of fit revealed no theoretically
meaningful or sizeable modification indices. The standardized residuals indicate the
proportion of unexplained variance in the endogenous variables. The variables in the
models accounted for 37% of the variance in CRPBI-PC scores and 28% of the variance
in MASC scores.
Figure 12a represents the model using ICBT as the reference group. Parental
psychological control at post treatment was a statistically significant predictor of youth
anxiety at post treatment. Low CRPBI-PC scores predicted low MASC scores (B = 1.06,
SE = 0.25, p < .001, 95% CI = 0.87 to 1.56), holding age constant. Treatment condition
also was a statistically significant predictor of self-reported youth anxiety at post
treatment. Post treatment MASC scores were significantly higher for ICBT than RLST (B
= -8.05, SE = 2.45, p < .01, 95% CI = -12.86 to -3.25), holding age constant. Because
treatment condition was not a significant predictor of parental psychological and parental
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psychological was not a significant predictor of youth anxiety at post treatment, there is
no evidence that CRPBI-PC mediated youth treatment response.
Figure 12b represents the model using RLST as the reference group. Parental
psychological control at post treatment was a statistically significant predictor of youth
anxiety at post treatment. Low CRPBI-PC scores predicted low MASC scores (B = 1.06,
0.25, p < .001, 95% CI = 0.57 to 1.56), holding age constant. Treatment condition also
was a statistically significant predictor of self-reported youth anxiety at post treatment.
Post treatment MASC scores were significantly lower for RLST than ICBT (B = 8.05, SE
= 2.45, p < .01, 95% CI = 3.25 to 12.86) and RFST (B = 6.20, SE = 2.34, p < .01, 95% CI
= 1.61 to 10.79), holding age constant. Because treatment condition was not a significant
predictor of parental psychological and parental psychological was not a significant
predictor of youth anxiety at post treatment, there is no evidence that CRPBI-PC
mediated youth treatment response.
Parent ratings. CDQ-PR and RCMAS-P. Figures 13a and 13b represent the
models that tested parental positive reinforcement (CDQ-PR) as a mediator of treatment
outcome as measured by the RCMAS-P. The models yielded a good fit to the data. The
overall chi square test of model fit was not statistically significant (χ2 (2) = 2.80, p > .05).
The CFI was 1.00. The RMSEA was 0.04. The SRMR was 0.02. More focused tests of fit
revealed no theoretically meaningful or sizeable modification indices. The standardized
residuals indicate the proportion of unexplained variance in the endogenous variables.
The variables in the models accounted for 41% of the variance in CDQ-PR scores and
33% of the variance in RCMAS-P scores.
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Figure 13a represents the model using ICBT as the reference group. Treatment
condition was a statistically significant predictor of parental positive reinforcement at
post treatment. Post treatment CDQ-PR scores were significantly lower for ICBT than
RFST (B = 8.65, SE = 1.61, p < .001, 95% CI = 5.49 to 11.81). Because parental positive
reinforcement was not a significant predictor of youth anxiety at post treatment, there is
no evidence that CDQ-PR mediated youth treatment response.
Figure 13b represents the model using RLST as the reference group. Treatment
condition was a statistically significant predictor of parental positive reinforcement at
post treatment. Post treatment CDQ-PR scores were significantly lower for RLST than
RFST (B = 8.51, SE = 1.77, p < .001, 95% CI = 5.04 to 11.98). Because parental positive
reinforcement was not a significant predictor of youth anxiety at post treatment, there is
no evidence that CDQ-PR mediated youth treatment response.
CDQ-NR and RCMAS-P. Figures 14a and 14b represent the models that tested
parental negative reinforcement (CDQ-NR) as a mediator of treatment outcome as
measured by the RCMAS-P. The models yielded a good fit to the data. The overall chi
square test of model fit was not statistically significant (χ2 (2) = 6.53, p < .05). The CFI
was 0.98. The RMSEA was 0.10. The SRMR was 0.02. More focused tests of fit revealed
no theoretically meaningful or sizeable modification indices. The standardized residuals
indicate the proportion of unexplained variance in the endogenous variables. The
variables in the models accounted for 42% of the variance in CDQ-NR scores and 34% of
the variance in RCMAS-P scores.
Figure 14a represents the model using ICBT as the reference group. Treatment
condition was a statistically significant predictor of parental negative reinforcement at
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post treatment. Post treatment CDQ-NR scores were significantly higher for ICBT than
RFST (B = -2.48, SE = .90, p < .01, 95% CI = -4.25 to -0.71). Because parental negative
reinforcement was not a significant predictor of youth anxiety at post treatment, there is
no evidence that CDQ-NR mediated youth treatment response.
Figure 14b represents the model using RLST as the reference group. None of the
paths were statistically significant. Thus, there is no evidence that CDQ-NR mediated
youth treatment response.
PRPBI-A and RCMAS-P. Figures 15a and 15b represent the models that tested
parental acceptance (PRPBI-A) as a mediator of treatment outcome as measured by the
RCMAS-P. The models yielded a good fit to the data. The overall chi square test of
model fit was not statistically significant (χ2 (2) = 0.19, p > .05). The CFI was 1.00. The
RMSEA was 0.00. The SRMR was 0.00. More focused tests of fit revealed no
theoretically meaningful or sizeable modification indices. The standardized residuals
indicate the proportion of unexplained variance in the endogenous variables. The
variables in the models accounted for 24% of the variance in PRPBI-A scores and 33% of
the variance in RCMAS-P scores.
Figure 15a represents the model using ICBT as the reference group. Treatment
condition was a statistically significant predictor of parental acceptance at post treatment.
Post treatment PRPBI-A scores were significantly lower for ICBT than RLST (B = 0.93,
SE = 0.38, p < .05, 95% CI = 0.19 to 1.68) and RFST (B = 0.81, SE = 0.31, p < .01, 95%
CI = 0.21 to 1.41). Because parental acceptance was not a significant predictor of youth
anxiety at post treatment, there is no evidence that PRPBI-A mediated youth treatment
response.
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Figure 15b represents the model using RLST as the reference group. Treatment
condition was a statistically significant predictor of parental acceptance at post treatment.
Post treatment PRPBI-A scores were significantly higher for RLST than ICBT (B = 0.93, SE = 0.38, p < .05, 95% CI = 0.36 to 0.59). Because parental acceptance was not a
significant predictor of youth anxiety at post treatment, there is no evidence that PRPBIA mediated youth treatment response.
PRPBI-PC and RCMAS-P. Figures 16a and 16b represent the models that tested
parental psychological control (PRPBI-PC) as a mediator of treatment outcome as
measured by the RCMAS-P. The models yielded a good fit to the data. The overall chi
square test of model fit was not statistically significant (χ2 (2) = 4.29, p > .05). The CFI
was 0.99. The RMSEA was 0.07. The SRMR was 0.02. More focused tests of fit revealed
no theoretically meaningful or sizeable modification indices. The standardized residuals
indicate the proportion of unexplained variance in the endogenous variables. The
variables in the models accounted for 30% of the variance in PRPBI-PC scores and 35%
of the variance in RCMAS-P scores.
Figure 16a represents the model using ICBT as the reference group. None of the
paths were statistically significant. Thus, there is no evidence that PRPBI-PC mediated
youth treatment response.
Figure 16b represents the model using RLST as the reference group. None of the
paths were statistically significant. Thus, there is no evidence that PRPBI-PC mediated
youth treatment response.
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CHAPTER V.
DISCUSSION
The aims of the present dissertation study were to evaluate treatment specificity
and mediation effects of parenting variables in two parent-involvement cognitive
behavioral treatments. Specifically, the primary aim of this study was to evaluate whether
RLST (i.e., Parent Relationship Skills Training, which targets increasing parental
acceptance of youth and increasing autonomy granting) and RFST (i.e., Parent
Reinforcement Skills Training, which targets increasing parental positive reinforcement
and decreasing negative reinforcement) produce specific effects on the targeted parenting
variables. ICBT was used as a baseline comparison condition. A secondary aim of the
study was to examine whether changes on these parenting variables mediated positive
youth treatment response (i.e., anxiety reduction) in each of the respective treatment
conditions. The present study was, in part, a response to calls made in the treatment
research literature regarding the need not only to emphasize outcome issues, but also
treatment specificity and mediation issues (e.g., Kazdin, 2001; Roth et al., 1994;
Silverman et al., 1997).
Summary of Dissertation Findings
Treatment outcome. Although the evaluation of treatment outcome was not the
main focus of this dissertation study, a discussion of the outcome findings is warranted
given the equivocal results of past research on the differential treatment benefits of parent
involvement in CBT relative to ICBT for youth anxiety disorders (e.g., Mendlowitz, et
al., 1999; Nautaet al., 2003; Spence et al., 2000; Wood et al., 2006).).
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ICBT, RLST and RFST were efficacious in reducing anxiety and its disorders in
youth. A pattern of anxiety reduction was observed across all indices of change.
Clinically significant change was evidenced by diagnostic recovery and a return to
nonclinical levels of functional status as measured by C-GAS, CBCL-I and CBCL-A/D
scores. Anxiety symptom reduction was evidenced by significantly lower posttreatment
scores on the primary outcome measures of anxiety (i.e., youth and parent completed
RCMAS and youth completed MASC). In terms of the youth completed RCMAS, the
pre to post difference was higher for participants in the RLST condition than in the ICBT
condition. For the youth completed MASC, the pre to post difference was higher for
RLST than both ICBT and RFST. For the parent completed RCMAS, the pre to post
difference was high for participants in the three treatment conditions, with no significant
differences between conditions. The findings support the efficacy of all three treatment
conditions in reducing youth anxiety, and provide limited support for the superiority of
RLST relative to ICBT and RFST, at least based on youth self-ratings of anxiety.
Treatment specificity. Treatment specificity effects were found for participants
in RFST as per parent report only. In terms of parental positive reinforcement, RFST,
which targeted increasing parental positive reinforcement, had a greater effect on parental
positive reinforcement in comparison to both ICBT and RLST at posttreatment. RFST
also had a greater effect on parental negative reinforcement in comparison to ICBT. That
is, parents in RFST, which targeted the decrease of parental negative reinforcement, were
less likely to engage in negative reinforcement of avoidant behaviors at posttreatment
than parents with youth in ICBT, which did not target the decrease of parental negative
reinforcement.
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Interestingly, in terms of the parent-youth relationship, RFST had a greater effect
on parental acceptance at posttreatment than ICBT as per parent report, with no
significant differences found between RLST and RFST. RFST, however, did not target
the parent-youth relationship. No differences were found between treatment conditions
on parental autonomy granting. There were no significant findings found in any of the
parenting variables based on youth reports.
Treatment mediation. Treatment mediation was not found for any of the
hypothesized parenting variables (i.e., parental acceptance, parental autonomy granting,
parental reinforcement). That is, changes in measured parenting variables did not
statistically account for reductions in anxiety symptoms from pre to post.
Contribution of the Present Study and Implications
The present study contributes on theoretical, empirical, and clinical levels. The
contributions on each of these levels are summarized below.
Theoretical and empirical implications. The findings of the present study are
consistent with past studies demonstrating the efficacy of CBT for reducing anxiety and
its disorders in youth when delivered in formats involving only the youth (e.g., Kendall,
1994; Kendall et al., 1997) and involving the parent and youth together (e.g., Barret et al.,
1996a; Silverman et al., 2009). The outcome results also suggest that including a parent
relationship skills training that focuses on increasing parental acceptance and autonomy
granting may be associated with incremental reduction in youth anxiety symptoms
beyond individual CBT, at least according to youth self ratings on anxiety symptoms.
The association between parental acceptance/rejection, autonomy granting/psychological
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control and youth anxiety has been shown in previous research (e.g., Barrett, 1998;
Barrett et al., 1996a; Bodden et al., 2008; Spence et al., 2000).
The study extends past research by focusing on the specificity of treatment effects
on intended targets. The present study found partial evidence of treatment specificity.
Parents in the RFST condition, which targeted increasing positive reinforcement, were
more likely to use positive reinforcement with their anxious youth relative to parents in
the RLST condition and parents in the ICBT condition. Parents in the RFST condition,
which also targeted decreasing negative reinforcement (i.e., discouraging youth to avoid
anxiety-provoking situations/objects) were less likely to engage in negative
reinforcement relative to parents in ICBT.
Although an association between RFST and parental acceptance was not
hypothesized, parents in the RFST condition were more likely to provide parental
acceptance of youth relative to parents in the ICBT condition as per parent report. This
finding is interesting given that RFST targeted parental reinforcement skills, not the
parent-youth relationship. As previously mentioned, parental acceptance is defined as
parental demonstration of positive regard, warmth and support toward the youth (e.g.,
Clark et al., 2000; Maccoby, 1992; McLeod et al., 2007). It is possible that as parents
reward their youth for courageous behavior, a parent feels supportive of their youth and
consequently perceives her/himself as high on parental acceptance. It is important for
future research to replicate these findings before conclusions can be drawn.
The present study did not find evidence that targeted parenting variables mediated
positive treatment outcome. It is plausible that the absence of mediation effects is related
to all treatment conditions involving the “basic” components of CBT anxiety reduction
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programs. That is, all three treatment conditions included youth gradually face anxiety
provoking situations/events (i.e., in-vivo exposures) and training youth to use cognitive
strategies to reduce their anxiety. It is thus possible that the in-vivo exposures and/or the
cognitive strategies may be mediating the positive treatment response in all conditions
instead of the parenting variables/skills.
Further, the lack of mediation may also be related to the direction of change that
these variables are exerting their effects. In Silverman et al.’s (2009) examination of the
directionality of change in a randomized clinical trial that involved parents, the traditional
view of parents playing a role in their youth’s anxiety was not strongly supported. Rather,
stronger support was found for youth to parent influence than parent to youth or the
bidirectional influence. In terms of the present study, it is plausible that reductions in
youth anxiety produced improvements in the targeted parenting variables instead of the
common assumption that improvement in parenting variables produce reductions in youth
anxiety.
Lastly, including analyses of various follow-up time points may provide evidence
for lagged effects in respect to treatment mediation. Follow-up assessments can examine
what happens as time passes and parents are allowed to implement what they learned in
treatment. For example, if parents continue to reward youth for facing their anxietyprovoking situations (i.e., provide positive reinforcement) and reduce/eliminate avoidant
behaviors (i.e., not provide negative reinforcement) after the termination of treatment, it
is likely that the youth will continue to make gains. That is, it may take time for parents
to implement newly acquired parenting skills in meaningful ways and for these to then
have an impact on the anxiety levels of the child.
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Examining directionality of change and various time points were beyond the
scope of the current study and thus these relations were not pursued. Future studies
should pursue these research questions.
These findings highlight the importance of evaluating issues of treatment
specificity and mediation in that they inform theory construction in youth anxiety
treatment. Addressing these issues in treatment research allows for a check on the fit of a
given therapeutic approach between theory and practice. That is, such an examination
allows for the systematic “unpacking” and evaluation of hypothesized causal sequences
of therapeutic events that are (or are not) efficacious in producing symptomatic
improvement (e.g., Brent et al., 1998; Kazdin et al., 2003; Kraemer et al., 2002; Weersing
et al., 2002). As a result of clarifying the mechanisms of change in youth anxiety
treatment, researchers and clinicians can focus on the variables that will lead to
significant symptom reduction. The findings of the present study do not provide evidence
that the training of parents in parental reinforcement skills and/or parental relationship
skills lead to positive treatment outcome for anxiety-disordered youth. Further research is
needed to empirically establish whether targeting these parenting variables ought to be
included in youth anxiety treatment.
Clinical implications. The study’s findings provide further evidence that
clinicians have the flexibility in deciding whether to deliver CBT to only the youth or to
the youth and parent together without compromising treatment efficacy. Findings also
suggest that including a parent relationship skills training that focuses on increasing
parental acceptance and autonomy granting may enhance positive anxiety treatment
outcome beyond individual CBT.
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Given the scarcity of treatment specificity research in the youth treatment
literature, finding at least partial support for treatment specificity represents an important
clinical finding. At least in terms of parental reinforcement skills, the findings suggest
that when parents are taught to reward youth for facing his/her fear (i.e., increasing
positive reinforcement) and not encouraging/allowing youth to avoid anxiety-provoking
situations/objects (i.e., decreasing negative reinforcement), these parenting skills are
indeed learned. Targeting parental reinforcement skills is important considering the
substantial body of research providing evidence for the role of parental reinforcement in
the development and maintenance of youth anxiety (see review by Barmish et al., 2005).
Limitations and Future Research Directions
Although the current dissertation study’s findings are promising, it is important to
note some limitations of the study. First, the hypothesized mediators were only analyzed
using two points (pretreatment and posttreatment). Given that changes in the mediators
need to precede changes in the outcome, the study did not allow for an examination of
these temporal issues. As noted above, a plausible explanation for not finding mediation
in the hypothesized parenting variables is that these effects could be operating at a later
point in time (i.e., there may be lagged effects). To better evaluate the mediators of
positive treatment response, future analyses of the treatment study must include data from
additional assessment waves (Kraemer, Wilson, Fairburn, & Agras, 2002).
Second, a limitation of the design of the treatment conditions is that perhaps the
treatments were saturated with information with respect to the parenting variables. For
example, the Parent Relationship Skills Training condition (i.e., RLST) targeted both
parental acceptance/rejection and parental autonomy granting/psychological control. A
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purer test of treatment specificity might be obtained by targeting only one parenting skill,
instead of two parenting skills, in each parenting condition.
Third, the intent-to-treat data were not analyzed in this dissertation study.
Conducting intent-to-treat analyses is important to draw appropriate conclusions
regarding possible differences between treatment completers and non-completers on the
mediator and outcome measures. However, treatment completers and non-completers
were compared at pretreatment and no significant differences were found between
groups. Future analyses of the treatment study should include intent-to-treat analyses.
In sum, the current study sets the path for future avenues of youth anxiety
treatment research. There is a continued need to move beyond basic comparative research
to an examination of treatment specificity and mediation. It is important for future
research to advance knowledge in the field of youth anxiety by evaluating evidence-based
explanations of treatment as well as exploring the more contemporaneous view of
directionality of change (i.e., the bidirectional pathways of the parent-youth relationship).
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Table 1
Demographic and Diagnostic Information by Treatment Condition
ICBT (n= 87)

Variable

n

%

Age
(years)
Gender (male)
Target
Diagnosis
Separation
Anxiety
Social
Phobia
Specific
Phobia
GAD
OCD
PD w/
Agoraphobia
PD w/out
Agoraphobia
Selective
Mutism
Ethnic
Background
EuroAmerican
HispanicLatino
AfricanAmerican
Other/Not
Reported
Annual
Income
$0-20,999
$21,00040,999
$41,00060,999

RLST (n= 53)

M

SD

9.40

2.58

n

%

RFST (n=86)

M

SD

9.05

2.18

n

%

61

63.5

28

46.7

51

52.6

23

24.0

18

30.0

27

27.8

16

16.7

16

26.7

29

29.9

16

16.7

6

10.0

14

14.4

24
3

25.0
3.1

15
0

25.0
0.0

19
0

19.6
0.0

4

4.2

3

5.0

3

3.1

3

3.1

0

0.0

0

0.0

7

7.3

2

3.3

5

5.2

10

10.4

7

11.7

12

12.4

81

84.4

50

83.3

79

81.4

1

1.0

1

1.7

1

1.0

4

4.2

1

1.7

5

5.2

15
14

15.6
14.6

5
7

8.3
11.7

16
24

16.5
24.7

18

18.8

8

13.3

11

11.3

M

SD

9.56

2.40

Note. GAD = Generalized Anxiety Disorder. OCD = Obsessive Compulsive Disorder.
PD = Panic Disorder. w/ = with. ICBT = Individual Cognitive Behavior Treatment.
RLST = Parent Relationship Training. RFST = Reinforcement Skills Training.
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Table 1 (continued)
Demographic and Diagnostic Information by Treatment Condition
ICBT (n= 87)

RLST (n= 53)

M

SD

Variable

n

%

$61,00080,999
$81,00099,999
$100,000‐
149,999
>$150,000
Not
Reported
Marital Status
Married
Divorced
Single
Separated
Remarried
Living
w/partner
Widowed
Not
Reported
Mother’s
Education
Grade
School
Some High
School
High School
GED
Some
College
College
Bachelor’s
Master’s
Ph.D.
Technical
Degree
Advanced
Degree
Other/Not
Reported

14

14.6

14

23.3

13

13.4

8

8.3

8

13.3

12

12.4

17

17.7

7

11.7

16

16.5

2
8

2.1
8.4

6
5

10.0
8.3

4
1

4.1
1.0

80
7
3
0
0
2

83.3
7.3
3.1
0.0
0.0
2.1

51
6
1
0
0
2

85.0
10.0
1.7
0.0
0.0
3.3

79
10
5
2
1
0

81.4
10.3
5.2
2.1
1.0
0.0

1
3

1.0
3.1

0
0

0.0
0.0

0
0

0.0
0.0

1

1.0

1

1.7

1

1.0

0

0.0

0

0.0

1

1.0

8
3
13

8.3
3.1
13.5

3
1
8

5.0
1.9
13.3

7
3
9

7.2
3.1
9.3

8
26
21
3
8

8.3
27.1
21.9
3.1
8.3

9
20
9
0
6

15.0
33.3
15.0
0.0
10.0

12
31
13
1
10

12.4
32.0
13.4
1.0
10.5

1

1.0

2

3.3

8

8.2

3

3.1

1

1.7

1

1.0

n

99

%

RFST (n=86)

M

SD

n

%

M

SD

Table 1 (continued)
Demographic and Diagnostic Information by Treatment Condition
ICBT (n= 87)

Variable
Father’s
Education
Grade
School
Some High
School
High School
GED
Some
College
College
Bachelor’s
Master’s
Ph.D.
Technical
Degree
Advanced
Degree
Other/Not
Reported

n

%

RLST (n= 53)

M

SD

n

0

0.0

2

2.1

1

12
1
17

12.5
1.0
17.7

10
19
13
1
9

%

RFST (n=86)

M

SD

n

%

2

2.0

1.7

2

2.1

6
1
11

10.0
1.7
18.3

11
7
10

11.3
7.2
10.3

10.4
19.8
13.5
1.0
9.4

9
14
5
0
4

15.0
23.3
8.3
0.0
6.7

11
22
12
1
7

11.3
22.7
12.4
1.0
7.2

1

1.0

3

5.0

6

6.2

11

11.4

6

10.1

6

6.2

M

Note. Mother’s Education = Highest education mother attained. Father’s Education =
Highest education father attained.
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SD

Table 2
Means and Standard Deviations for RCMAS
______________________________________________________________________________________
Pre-treatment

Post-treatment

______________________________________________________________________________________

M

SD

M

SD

ICBT (n=96)

11.96

6.48

8.57

6.52

RLST (n=50)

13.04

6.53

6.67

5.99

RFST (n=97)

10.98

6.08

5.98

5.47

Treatment Outcome Measure
RCMAS

______________________________________________________________________________________

Note. RCMAS = Revised Children’s Manifest Anxiety Scale. ICBT = Individual
Cognitive Behavior Treatment. RLST = Parent Relationship Training. RFST =
Reinforcement Skills Training.
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Table 3
Single Degree of Freedom Contrasts: Treatment Outcome, RCMAS
__________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Parameter
SE
t value
p Value
95% CI
__________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
RCMAS
ME: Time

14.33

2.97

4.83

<.001

8.51 to 20.14

ME: Treatment for ICBT-RLST

-0.10

0.91

-0.10

0.91

-1.88 to 1.69

ME: Treatment for ICBT-RFST

-1.56

0.79

-1.99

<.05

-3.10 to -0.02

ME: Treatment for RLST-RFST

-1.47

0.87

-1.69

0.09

-3.17 to 0.78

SME: Pre-Post for ICBT

20.67

4.53

4.57

<.001

11.80 to 29.54

SME: Pre-Post for RLST

5.12

6.69

0.77

0.44

-8.01 to 18.25

SME: Pre-Post for RFST

11.63

4.61

2.52

<.05

2.60 to 20.66

IC: (pre-post) at ICBT – (pre-post) at RLST

3.21

1.11

2.90

<.01

1.04 to 5.38

IC: (pre-post) at ICBT – (pre-post) at RFST

1.52

0.88

1.74

0.08

-0.19 to 3.22

IC: (pre-post) at RLST – (pre-post) at RFST

-1.69

1.09

-1.56

0.12

-3.82 to 0.43

______________________________________________________________________________________________________
Note. ME = Main effects. SME = Simple Main Effects. IC= Interaction contrast. RCMAS = Revised Children's Manifest Anxiety Scale.
ICBT = Individual Cognitive Behavior Treatment. RLST = Parent Relationship Training. RFST = Reinforcement Skills Training
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Table 4
Means and Standard Deviations for MASC
______________________________________________________________________________________
Pre-treatment

Post-treatment

______________________________________________________________________________________

M

SD

M

SD

ICBT (n=96)

51.82

16.92

45.04

20.10

RLST (n=60)

57.58

18.43

38.18

16.28

RFST (n=97)

52.26

17.56

41.75

16.32

Treatment Outcome Measure
MASC

______________________________________________________________________________________

Note. MASC= Multidimensional Anxiety Scale for children. ICBT = Individual
Cognitive Behavior Treatment. RLST = Parent Relationship Training. RFST =
Reinforcement Skills Training.
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Table 5
Single Degree of Freedom Contrasts: Treatment Outcome, MASC
__________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Parameter
SE
t value
p Value
95% CI
__________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
MASC
ME: Time

93.79

21.84

4.29

<.001

50.98 to 136.60

ME: Treatment for ICBT-RLST

-0.45

2.57

0.18

0.86

-4.58 to 5.49

ME: Treatment for ICBT-RFST

-1.08

2.19

-0.50

0.62

-5.37 to 3.21

ME: Treatment for RLST-RFST

-1.53

2.50

-0.61

0.54

-6.44 to 3.37

SME: Pre-Post for ICBT

126.26

33.66

3.76

<.001

60.78 to 192.74

SME: Pre-Post for RLST

45.83

52.63

0.87

0.38

-57.32 to 148.98

SME: Pre-Post for RFST

88.61

32.95

2.69

<.01

24.03 to 153.19

IC: (pre-post) at ICBT – (pre-post) at RLST

11.49

3.25

3.53

<.001

5.12 to 17.87

IC: (pre-post) at ICBT – (pre-post) at RFST`

3.44

2.86

1.20

0.23

-2.18 to 9.05

IC: (pre-post) at RLST – (pre-post) at RFST

-8.06

3.14

-2.57

<.05

-14.20 to -1.91

__________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Note. ME = Main effects. SME = Simple Main Effects. IC= Interaction Contrasts. MASC= Multidimensional Anxiety Scale for children.
ICBT = Individual Cognitive Behavior Treatment. RLST = Parent Relationship Training. RFST = Reinforcement Skills Training.
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Table 6
Means and Standard Deviations for RCMAS-P
______________________________________________________________________________________
Pre-treatment

Post-treatment

______________________________________________________________________________________

M

SD

M

SD

ICBT (n=96)

13.68

6.02

9.01

6.04

RLST (n=60)

13.20

5.32

8.33

5.77

RFST (n=97)

12.56

5.59

7.67

5.14

Treatment Outcome Measure
RCMAS-P

______________________________________________________________________________________

Note. RCMAS-P = Revised Children’s Manifest Anxiety Scale-Parent Version. ICBT =
Individual Cognitive Behavior Treatment. RLST = Parent Relationship Training. RFST =
Reinforcement Skills Training.
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Table 7
Single Degree of Freedom Contrasts: Treatment Outcome, RCMAS-P
__________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Parameter
SE
t value
p Value
95% CI
__________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
RCMAS-P
ME: Time

12.78

2.57

4.98

<.001

7.75 to 17.81

ME: Treatment for ICBT-RLST

-0.83

0.81

-1.03

0.30

-2.42 to 0.78

ME: Treatment for ICBT-RFST

-1.20

0.76

-1.59

0.11

-2.70 to 0.28

ME: Treatment for RLST-RFST

-0.37

0.78

-0.48

0.63

-1.91 to 1.16

SME: Pre-Post for ICBT

16.06

4.40

3.65

<.001

7.44 to 24.68

SME: Pre-Post for RLST

5.91

4.76

1.24

0.21

-3.41 to 15.22

SME: Pre-Post for RFST

13.29

3.88

3.43

<.01

5.69 to 20.88

IC: (pre-post) at ICBT – (pre-post) at RLST

0.82

0.98

0.83

0.40

-1.10 to 2.73

IC: (pre-post) at ICBT – (pre-post) at RFST`

0.12

0.75

-0.18

0.86

-1.34 to 1.61

IC: (pre-post) at RLST – (pre-post) at RFST

-0.68

0.91

-0.75

0.45

-2.47 to 1.11

__________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Note. ME = Main effects. SME = Simple Main Effects. RCMAS-P = Revised Children’s Manifest Anxiety Scale-Parent Version. ICBT =
Individual Cognitive Behavior Treatment. RLST = Parent Relationship Training. RFST = Reinforcement Skills Training.
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Table 8
Single Degree of Freedom Contrasts: Treatment Specificity, CDQ-C-PR/NR
CDQ-C-PR
ME: Time
ME: Treatment for ICBT-RLST
ME: Treatment for ICBT-RFST
ME: Treatment for RLST-RFST
SME: Pre-Post for ICBT
SME: Pre-Post for RLST
SME: Pre-Post for RFST
IC: (pre-post) at ICBT – (pre-post) at RLST
IC: (pre-post) at ICBT – (pre-post) at RFST
IC: (pre-post) at RLST – (pre-post) at RFST
CDQ-C-NR
ME: Time
ME: Treatment for ICBT-RLST
ME: Treatment for ICBT-RFST
ME: Treatment for RLST-RFST
SME: Pre-Post for ICBT
SME: Pre-Post for RLST
SME: Pre-Post for RFST
IC: (pre-post) at ICBT – (pre-post) at RLST
IC: (pre-post) at ICBT – (pre-post) at RFST
IC: (pre-post) at RLST – (pre-post) at RFST

Parameter

SE

t value

p value

95% CI

111.90
3.44
2.56
-0.89
122.94
112.96
94.74
1.34
-0.67
-2.01

15.01
2.28
1.86
2.24
21.20
34.68
24.34
2.66
2.04
2.72

7.46
1.51
1.37
-0.40
5.80
3.26
3.89
0.50
-0.33
-0.74

<.001
0.13
0.17
0.69
<.001
<.01
<.001
0.62
0.74
0.46

82.48 to 141.31
-1.02 to 7.90
-1.09 to 6.20
-5.27 to 3.49
81.39 to 164.50
44.99 to 180.94
47.04 to 142.45
-3.88 to 6.56
-4.66 to 3.33
-7.34 to 3.32

51.63
1.13
-0.24
-1.37
53.29
34.71
59.98
1.13
-0.24
-1.37

8.88
1.54
1.353
1.56
12.52
19.27
15.38
1.54
1.35
1.56

5.81
0.73
-0.18
-0.88
4.26
1.80
3.90
0.73
-0.18
-0.88

<.001
0.47
0.86
0.38
<.001
0.07
<.001
0.47
0.86
0.38

34.22 to 69.04
-1.90 to 4.15
-2.89 to 2.41
-4.42 to 1.68
28.76 to 77.83
-3.06 to 72.48
29.85 to 90.12
-1.90 to 4.15
-2.89 to 2.41
-4.42 to 1.68

Note. ME = Main effects. SME = Simple Main Effects. IC= Interaction contrast. CDQ-C-PR = Child Report of the Child
Development Questionnaire-Positive Reinforcement. CDQ-C-NR = Child Report of the Child Development QuestionnaireNegative Reinforcement. ICBT = Individual Cognitive Behavior Treatment. RLST = Parent Relationship Training. RFST =
Reinforcement Skills Training.
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Table 9
Single Degree of Freedom Contrasts: Treatment Specificity, CRPBI-A/PC
CRPBI-A
ME: Time
ME: Treatment for ICBT-RLST
ME: Treatment for ICBT-RFST
ME: Treatment for RLST-RFST
SME: Pre-Post for ICBT
SME: Pre-Post for RLST
SME: Pre-Post for RFST
IC: (pre-post) at ICBT – (pre-post) at RLST
IC: (pre-post) at ICBT – (pre-post) at RFST
IC: (pre-post) at RLST – (pre-post) at RFST
CRPBI-PC
ME: Time
ME: Treatment for ICBT-RLST
ME: Treatment for ICBT-RFST
ME: Treatment for RLST-RFST
SME: Pre-Post for ICBT
SME: Pre-Post for RLST
SME: Pre-Post for RFST
IC: (pre-post) at ICBT – (pre-post) at RLST
IC: (pre-post) at ICBT – (pre-post) at RFST
IC: (pre-post) at RLST – (pre-post) at RFST

Parameter

SE

t value

p value

95% CI

7.41
1.62
0.76
-0.87
9.90
4.34
5.81
0.88
0.87
-0.00

1.46
0.52
0.51
0.47
3.06
1.45
1.51
0.60
0.61
0.58

5.06
3.12
1.50
-1.85
3.24
3.00
3.84
1.46
1.41
-0.00

<.001
<.01
0.13
0.06
<.01
<.01
<.001
0.14
0.16
0.99

4.54 to 10.28
0.60 to 2.64
-0.23 to 1.75
-1.79 to 0.05
3.90 to 15.90
1.50 to 7.18
2.85 to 8.78
-0.30 to 2.06
-0.34 to 2.08
-1.14 to 1.14

0.53
-1.03
-1.18
-0.15
9.09
9.20
8.93
0.68
0.45
-0.24

0.05
0.61
0.53
0.61
1.88
2.37
1.78
0.65
0.56
0.62

11.67
-1.69
-2.23
-0.24
4.83
3.88
5.03
1.04
0.80
-0.38

<.001
0.09
<.05**
0.81
<.001
<.001
<.001
0.30
0.42
0.70

0.44 to 0.62
-2.23 to 0.17
-2.22 to -0.14
-1.33 to 1.04
5.41 to 12.78
4.55 to 13.85
5.45 to 12.41
-0.60 to 1.96
-0.65 to 1.53
-1.46 to 0.98

Note. ME = Main effects. SME = Simple Main Effects. IC= Interaction contrast. CRPBI-A = Child Report of the Parenting
Behavior Inventory-Acceptance. CRPBI-PC = Child Report of the Parenting Behavior Inventory-Psychological Control. ICBT =
Individual Cognitive Behavior Treatment. RLST = Parent Relationship Training. RFST = Reinforcement Skills Training. ** =
non-significant after Holm modified Bonferroni
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Table 10
Single Degree of Freedom Contrasts: Treatment Specificity), CDQ-PR/NR
CDQ-PR
ME: Time
ME: Treatment for ICBT-RLST
ME: Treatment for ICBT-RFST
ME: Treatment for RLST-RFST
SME: Pre-Post for ICBT
SME: Pre-Post for RLST
SME: Pre-Post for RFST
IC: (pre-post) at ICBT – (pre-post) at RLST
IC: (pre-post) at ICBT – (pre-post) at RFST
IC: (pre-post) at RLST – (pre-post) at RFST
CDQ-NR
ME: Time
ME: Treatment for ICBT-RLST
ME: Treatment for ICBT-RFST
ME: Treatment for RLST-RFST
SME: Pre-Post for ICBT
SME: Pre-Post for RLST
SME: Pre-Post for RFST
IC: (pre-post) at ICBT – (pre-post) at RLST
IC: (pre-post) at ICBT – (pre-post) at RFST
IC: (pre-post) at RLST – (pre-post) at RFST

Parameter

SE

t value

p value

95% CI

51.06
1.05
5.23
4.18
53.17
67.01
29.32
0.71
-8.12
-8.83

11.85
1.66
1.52
1.78
12.96
21.78
26.60
1.64
1.70
1.89

4.31
0.63
3.45
2.34
4.10
3.08
1.10
0.43
-4.77
-4.68

<.001
0.53
<.01
<.05
<.001
<.01
<.27
0.67
<.001
<.001

27.83 to 74.28
-2.21 to 4.30
2.26 to 8.19
0.69 to 7.67
27.76 to 78.58
24.33 to 109.69
-22.81 to 81.46
-2.51 to 3.93
-11.45 to -4.78
-12.52 to -5.13

29.09
-0.76
-0.98
-0.22
39.06
19.45
24.72
-0.08
2.44
2.52

4.71
1.06
1.01
1.03
9.34
6.20
6.31
1.14
0.94
1.15

6.18
-0.72
-0.97
-0.22
4.18
3.15
3.92
-0.07
2.60
2.19

<.001
0.48
0.33
0.83
<.001
<.01
<.001
0.95
<.01
<.05**

19.86 to 38.32
-2.83 to 1.32
-2.96 to 1.00
-2.24 to 1.80
20.75 to 57.38
7.39 to 31.70
12.36 to 37.09
-2.31 to 2.15
0.60 to 4.28
0.26 to 4.77

Note. ME = Main effects. SME = Simple Main Effects. IC= Interaction contrast. CDQ-PR = Parent Report of the Child
Development Questionnaire-Positive Reinforcement. CDQ-NR = Parent Report of the Child Development Questionnaire-Negative
Reinforcement. ICBT = Individual Cognitive Behavior Treatment. RLST = Parent Relationship Training. RFST = Reinforcement
Skills Training. ** = non-significant after Holm modified Bonferroni
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Table 11
Single Degree of Freedom Contrasts: Treatment Specificity, PRPBI-A/PC
PRPBI-A
ME: Time
ME: Treatment for ICBT-RLST
ME: Treatment for ICBT-RFST
ME: Treatment for RLST-RFST
SME: Pre-Post for ICBT
SME: Pre-Post for RLST
SME: Pre-Post for RFST
IC: (pre-post) at ICBT – (pre-post) at RLST
IC: (pre-post) at ICBT – (pre-post) at RFST
IC: (pre-post) at RLST – (pre-post) at RFST
PRPBI-PC
ME: Time
ME: Treatment for ICBT-RLST
ME: Treatment for ICBT-RFST
ME: Treatment for RLST-RFST
SME: Pre-Post for ICBT
SME: Pre-Post for RLST
SME: Pre-Post for RFST
IC: (pre-post) at ICBT – (pre-post) at RLST
IC: (pre-post) at ICBT – (pre-post) at RFST
IC: (pre-post) at RLST – (pre-post) at RFST

Parameter

SE

t value

p value

95% CI

2.84
0.39
-0.03
-0.41
4.31
1.34
2.60
-0.84
-0.84
-0.00

0.53
0.34
0.33
0.33
1.07
0.56
0.81
0.47
0.34
0.50

5.35
1.14
-0.08
-1.26
4.04
2.41
3.20
-1.79
-2.45
-0.01

<.001
0.25
0.94
0.21
<.001
<.05
<.01
0.07
<.05
0.99

1.80 to 3.89
-0.28 to 1.04
-0.66 to 0.61
-1.05 to 1.23
2.22 to 6.40
0.25 to 2.43
1.01 to 4.18
-1.75 to 0.08
-1.51 to -0.17
-0.97 to 0.97

4.03
-0.44
-0.69
-0.25
5.27
1.98
3.78
0.68
0.45
-0.24

0.74
0.38
0.36
0.36
1.51
0.82
0.97
0.65
0.56
0.62

5.44
-1.14
-1.90
-0.69
3.49
2.43
3.90
1.04
0.80
-0.38

<.001
0.25
0.06
0.49
<.001
<.05
<.001
0.30
0.42
0.70

2.58 to 5.49
-1.19 to 0.31
-1.40 to 0.02
-0.96 to 0.46
2.31 to 8.24
0.38 to 3.59
1.88 to 5.68
-0.60 to 1.96
-0.64 to 1.96
-1.46 to 0.98

Note. ME = Main effects. SME = Simple Main Effects. IC= Interaction contrast. PRPBI-A = Parent Report of the Parenting
Behavior Inventory-Acceptance. PRPBI-PC = Parent Report of the Parenting Behavior Inventory-Psychological Control. ICBT =
Individual Cognitive Behavior Treatment. RLST = Parent Relationship Training. RFST = Reinforcement Skills Training
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Table 12
Mean (Standard Deviations) for Youth Completed Mediator Measures
ICBT (n = 96)
Pre-treatment
Post-treatment

RLST (n = 50)
Pre-treatment
Post-treatment

RFST (n = 97)
Pre-treatment
Post-treatment

CDQ-C-PR

33.86 (12.92)

38.57 (16.00)

38.04 (14.35)

41.68 (16.86)

35.40 (12.71)

42.25 (14.99)

CDQ-C-NR

42.49 (9.61)

41.58 (11.38)

44.51 (11.48)

41.36 (10.95)

43.71 (10.22)

39.92 (11.08)

CRPBI-A

25.70 (4.63)

26.29 (4.19)

27.93 (2.53)

27.43 (3.23)

26.96 (3.25)

26.61 (3.94)

CRPBI-PC

18.56 (4.08)

17.16 (4.25)

17.76 (3.91)

16.05 (4.42)

17.56 (4.16)

15.87 (3.76)

Parent Mediator Measures

Note. CDQ-C-PR = Child Report of the Child Development Questionnaire-Positive Reinforcement. CDQ-C-NR = Child Report of
the Child Development Questionnaire-Negative Reinforcement. CRPBI-A = Child Report of the Parenting Behavior InventoryAcceptance. CRPBI-PC = Child Report of the Parenting Behavior Inventory-Psychological Control
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Table 13
Mean (Standard Deviations) for Parent Completed Mediator Measures
ICBT (n = 96)

RLST (n = 60)

RLST (n = 97)

Pre-treatment

Post-treatment

Pre-treatment

Post-treatment

Pre-treatment

Post-treatment

CDQ-PR

34.70 (9.93)

42.03 (11.38)

35.11 (9.96)

43.28 (11.50)

34.91 (10.25)

50.89 (14.60)

CDQ-NR

40.72 (6.59)

37.40 (8.62)

39.75 (6.03)

36.85 (7.23)

41.27 (6.90)

35.21 (7.59)

PRPBI-A

27.94 (2.18)

27.80 (2.83)

27.86 (2.40)

28.68 (2.24)

27.38 (2.98)

28.34 (2.23)

PRPBI-PC

14.01 (2.74)

13.69 (3.24)

13.90 (2.36)

12.91 (2.68)

13.41 (2.87)

12.78 (2.43)

Parent Mediator Measures

Note. CDQ-PR = Parent Report of the Child Development Questionnaire-Positive Reinforcement. CDQ-NR = Parent Report of the
Child Development Questionnaire-Negative Reinforcement. PRPBI-A = Parent Report of the Parenting Behavior InventoryAcceptance. PRPBI-PC = Parent Report of the Parenting Behavior Inventory -Psychological Control
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